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 FROM THE CHAIR

Commit to excellence to grow 
your ‘green’

Tanya Monroe, CRB, 

C-RETS, PMN, GRI, 

ABR, PSA, ePRO, 

AHWD, SFR, C2Ex

2021 HRRA 

Chairman of the 

Board

“Show me the GREEN!” In March, we celebrate St. 
Patrick Day. It’s a holiday known for its parades, 
shamrocks, leprechauns and all things Irish, plus 

the color of green. The four-leaf shamrock is a symbol 
of good luck. 
 Well, even though we love to celebrate this holiday, 
we as HRRA members do not need luck to be a successful 
organization! With great membership, dedicated 
volunteers, planning and participation, our 
success is “GREEN”!
 But one way I can show you the 
“green” as a member is to make 
sure you are aware of the Na-
tional Association of REAL-
TORS® (NAR) Commitment to 
Excellence (C2EX) endorse-
ment. NAR’s Commitment to 
Excellence endorsement is at 
no cost to you as member of 
NAR. The impact that Com-
mitment to Excellence can 
have on your business is huge. 
 This endorsement elevates 
your professional growth, which 
in turn impacts the success of your 
business. I am showing you the GREEN!
 In addition, C2EX empowers REALTORS® to 
evaluate, enhance and showcase their highest levels of 
professionalism. It's not a course, class or designation; 
it's an endorsement that REALTORS® can promote 
when serving clients and other REALTORS®. There 
are now over 50,000 NAR members participating in the 
program. 
 As a managing broker, I earned my “Broker” 
C2EX endorsement soon after C2EX’s launch a 
few years ago. Also, I have encouraged my entire 
office to do so as well. Today, I have over 30 agents 
who are C2EX endorsed! My office/brokerage was 
recognized by NAR in 2019. I encourage you, too, to 
start your C2EX journey. It’s a great way to learn 
about everything available to you as a REALTOR®. 
 What I really like about this Endorsement, 
is that the learning can be done online in 
modules on your time. You can use C2EX on 
your mobile device as well.    
 Get started on your journey today by logging at 

https://www.c2ex.realtor/ and taking any one of 11 
self-assessments to measure your proficiency 

in 10 aspects of professionalism (11 for 
brokers), ranging from customer 

service to use of technology. The 
platform generates a customized 

learning path and recommends 
experiences and resources 
to enhance your individual 
skillset.
  In addition, there 
are webinars designed to 
help you better understand 

the Commitment to Excellence 
platform and its capabilities. 

 The C2EX Program 
webinars are aimed at REALTORS® 

interested in earning the C2EX 
endorsement. Covering program features, 

success and current announcements, these webinars 
will help listeners boost their marketability and 
professionalism. These webinars are held monthly 
and hosted by dedicated C2EX Committee members 
and staff. Check out https://www.nar.realtor/
commitment-to-excellence-c2ex/c2ex-webinars. 
 Keep in mind, the journey doesn't end there. 
The Commitment to Excellence Program evolves as 
industry standards and best practices evolve. As new 
content, reference and resource materials are added 
to the platform, REALTORS® who have earned their 
C2EX endorsement receive a notification inviting them 
back to engage and keep their skills and knowledge up 
to date. 
 In addition, as of November 2019, members 
who earn the C2EX endorsement will satisfy 
the Code of Ethics training requirement.  
 Be committed to excellence with this award-
winning program, and show yourself the “GREEN.” No 
luck needed to achieve your greatest potential! ⌂⌂

This endorsement 
elevates your 

professional growth, 
which in turn impacts 

the success of 
your business. I am 

showing you the 
GREEN!

mailto:tanya.monroe%40bhhstowne.com?subject=
https://www.nar.realtor/commitment-to-excellence-c2ex
https://www.nar.realtor/commitment-to-excellence-c2ex
https://www.c2ex.realtor/
https://www.nar.realtor/commitment-to-excellence-c2ex/c2ex-webinars
https://www.nar.realtor/commitment-to-excellence-c2ex/c2ex-webinars
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Jan. 27 was a wonderful (and busy!) Wednesday in the HRRA house! To better configure the building to meet the needs of a growing 

association, big-hearted member volunteers gave their time as “movers” and shakers...literally! Thanks for the muscle and dedication, 

folks. Stay tuned for more good stuff to come to the HRRA headquarters building, and thanks to all who have pitched in with their time, 

talents and resources as HRRA continues to grow as a strong, self-managed REALTORS® association in 2021. – Victoria Hecht, Vice 

President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations

HRRA volunteers: “movers” and 
shakers! 

mailto:vhecht%40hrra.com?subject=
mailto:vhecht%40hrra.com?subject=
http://www.townebankmortgage.com
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A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words
 RECENT PHOTOS OF HRRA MEMBERS AND EVENTS

REALTORS® Have a Heart for Edmarc!

Snow? What snow? A little chilly weather can’t keep a good REALTOR® (or Affiliate!) from community service. REALTORS® Have a Heart 

for Portsmouth-based Edmarc Hospice for Children, and in February HRRA’S Community Involvement Advisory (CIA) Group volunteers 

bundled up to visit the nonprofit’s headquarters for some pre-spring landscaping, pond cleaning and outdoor building repairs. Box lunches 

were generously provided by Affiliate sponsor Jennifer Franklin of Planet Home Lending. Big thanks go to all volunteers for coming out and 

for helping to make HRRA’s CIA activities successful. Check out the event video on HRRA’s official Facebook page. Next up, REALTORS® 

Have a Heart will head to Norfolk to the Ronald McDonald House for a spring cleanup from 10 a.m. to noon April 6. (Don’t forget to dress 

comfortably and to wear your mask!) To volunteer, email vhecht@hrra.com with “Ronald McDonald House” in the subject line.   

– Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, Public Relations and Media Relations

https://planethomelending.com/mortgage-loan-officers/virginia/virginia-beach/jennifer-franklin/
https://www.facebook.com/hrrarealtors/videos/172110207695502
mailto:vhecht%40hrra.com?subject=
mailto:vhecht%40hrra.com?subject=
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Trusted Real Estate Attorneys
Real Estate Closings
Loan Refinancing
Short Sale Negotiation
Landlord/Tenant Disputes

www.hangerlaw.com      757-351-1510

Title Issues
Investors
Contracts
Zoning and Land Use

Building a stronger association 
for you

Dr. Dawn Kennedy, 

CAE, RCE, C2EX, 

GREEN, ePRO

HRRA CEO

Hello, HRRA! January was certainly an exciting 

month as I had my first day in office on the 

18th of the month. I am very proud to be the 

CEO of this phenomenal organization. 

 Many of you may not be aware that HRRA recently 

underwent a huge transition – from being managed 

by an external company (for 20-plus years) as one of 

many clients to standing on its own as a self-managed 

organization. 

 I hope all brokers join me at the Owners/Managers 

Council meeting by Zoom at 3 p.m. March 9 to learn 

what this means in detail and how it impacts this 

organization. (Register here.) 

 For this article I will keep it short and sweet: HRRA 

has been given back to its members.

 While a few brave souls from the management 

company opted to stay, I will be staffing up to ensure 

the best service possible to the HRRA membership. In 

its first month of self-management the small staff team, 

shrinking from 21 to 5, worked diligently to keep our 

heads above water. 

 I think it is incredibly important that we thank 

those who opted to stay and brave the unknown while 

working under extreme stress due to the decreased size 

of the staff team: Connie Lewis, Denise Barnes, Howard 

Williams and Victoria Hecht (yes, I was one of the five 

initially working remotely from St. Louis starting in 

January). 

 Within weeks of my start date three other former 

employees returned to the fold: Gretchen Heal, Linda 

Louis and Misty Pritchett. We are so fortunate that so 

many felt such loyalty to HRRA.

 Virginia REALTORS® was incredibly helpful in this 

process, literally loaning us Adam Smith as a project 

manager for two months. The leadership of HRRA 

kept things afloat. I have seen so many volunteers in 

the board office willing to help while I staffed up and 

rearranged things to be more efficient. 

 I cannot thank some of the Young Professionals 

Network men enough for working all day moving 

furniture and equipment as we shrank the office space 

for a much smaller staff and to make room for potential 

renters. Immediate Past Chairman Cindy Hawks 

White spent days configuring phone lines, email boxes 

and alarm systems and serving our tenants. Chairman-

Elect Barbara Sgueglia was on the phones returning 

member calls during the dues rush, and Chairman of 

the Board Chairwoman Tanya Monroe answered calls 

and emails while continuing the work of the transition 

to self-management. 

 So many have given so much to ensure that you, 

the membership of HRRA, will have an association that 

brings you value daily. 

 Our goal is to serve you in a way that increases 

your profitability and ease of doing business. We will do 

that through legislative advocacy, education, tech tools 

and improving the quality of life in the communities we 

serve. 

 There are so many good things to come, and we all 

get to be a part of it! ⌂⌂

 CEO CORNER

http://www.hangerlaw.com
https://www.aafmaa.com/mortgage/our-locations/virginia-beach-va
mailto:dkennedy%40hrra.com?subject=
https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJAqc-yppjsqEtKrIlnD7nBDgLpcBl707b2n
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Are you feeling lucky? March is often associated 
with St. Patrick’s Day and feeling lucky. Good 
luck is a natural human desire. Who does 

not welcome a little luck when it comes to holding the 
winning lottery ticket or getting that big sale? 
 But is luck pure chance, or can you take steps to 
have more luck in your life? 
 When it comes to defining luck in real 
estate, it is too often heard that “they 
were just lucky” when talking 
about another person’s success. 
They were lucky to get the 
listing because of so and so, 
and they were lucky to get the 
million-dollar buyer because 
they were on floor duty. They 
were lucky to get the deal 
because of their spouse, etc.
 I personally believe in luck. 
I have been very lucky in my life 
and in my career, but I strongly 
believe in a quote from a Roman 
philosopher that states, “Luck is what 
happens when preparation meets opportunity.” 
 How can we be prepared to be lucky in real estate? 
It starts with planning. It is great to business plan every 
year, but do you just plan for the best? Or do you also 
plan for what you will do if things don’t go perfectly? 
 I learned in the military that you must always plan 
for contingencies and what you will do when things don’t 
go as planned. We need to do that in our real estate 
business and transactions also. 
 There is no doubt that 2020 held a few surprises 
that no one planned for, and one thing is certain: Real 
estate is always changing the plan. 
 The next way to be lucky is to be knowledgeable. 
Have you noticed that some people always seem to be in 
the right place at the right time? I believe that happens 
because they were students of the market and in the 
business of real estate. They study trends, patterns, 
and as Wayne Gretzky said, “Skate to where the puck is 
going to be, not to where it has been.” 

 So, how do you get lucky in the crazy market we are 
in? There is no doubt that we have the lowest amount 
of active inventory. In some areas we have under a one-
month supply! This means that it can be an extremely 
stressful market for buyers and their agents. And, 
unfortunately, it is leaving some agents and their buyers 

feeling not so lucky. 
 To have the best opportunity to get 

lucky with your offers you need to:
1. Make sure and prepare your 

buyers upfront for the market we 
have. 
2. Discuss with the listing 
agent before submitting the 
offer any specific or special 
requirements the sellers may 
need or are looking for. 
3. Ensure that your offer 

is complete and easy for the 
listing agent to handle and 

submit. (One thing that comes to 
mind here is putting the entire offer 

with all addendums, lender letter or any 
other items in of PDF so it is easy for the listing 

agent.)
4. Make sure and submit in your email offer any 
flexibility that your buyer has to help accommodate the 
sellers. 
 One way to get your share of luck is to always be 
learning, improving and growing. Consider completing 
a REALTOR® designation course this year. The top ones 
from the National Association of REALTORS® (NAR) 
are Accredited Buyer Representative (ABR), Certified 
Residential Specialist (CRS), Graduate, REALTOR® 
Institute (GRI) or Seniors Real Estate Specialist (SRES). 
 Even better, for March how about you go for NAR’s 
GREEN designation? This is designed for agents 
looking to learn about issues on energy efficiency and 
sustainability in real estate. 
 Remember, you are already lucky every day. You are 
a REALTOR® in the USA! ⌂⌂

 

It is great to 
business plan 

every year, but do 
you just plan for 
the best? Or do 

you also plan for 
what you will do 
if things don’t go 

perfectly? 

Alan Thompson, 

CRS, GRI

Chair, Resale Council

Knowledge helps you make 
your own luck

mailto:alan%40luckyhomes.com?subject=
mailto:alan%40luckyhomes.com?subject=
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Kimberly Plourde

Chair, Government 

Affairs Committee

The Dominion  
Energy Offshore Wind 

Project is in Phase 1 with 
two turbines now, but in 
the next five years there 
will be 180 additional 

turbines supplying up to 
600,000 homes  

with power. 

As the days get longer and the weather starts 

to warm up, professionally we look forward 

to new listings and, personally, we begin to 

freshen our yards with flowers and plants. It is the 

beginning of the greening of our outside world. 

 These days when people talk about “green,” they 

are often referring to clean energy projects. 

Sticking with this month’s theme, I 

thought I would share an update 

on the projects we have here in 

Hampton Roads. 

 The largest project is 

one you cannot necessarily 

see unless you are in a boat 

or airplane 25 miles off the 

Virginia coast. The Dominion 

Energy Offshore Wind Project 

is in Phase 1 with two turbines 

now, but in the next five years 

there will be 180 additional 

turbines supplying up to 600,000 

homes with power. 

 Dominion recently provided the Virginia 

Beach City Council with an update of the project and 

shared that this project, when fully operational, will 

be the equivalent of taking more than 1 million non-

electric equivalent cars off the road for one year or 

planting more than 80 million trees. 

 In addition to being one of the first types of the 

projects in the United States, it also has the potential to 

make Hampton Roads the hub for the supply chain for 

the wind turbine industry. At a minimum it will create 

1,100 new jobs in our area over the next few years.

 Not to leave solar out of the discussion, Dominion 

also has 17 solar projects being developed throughout 

the state, including several here in Hampton Roads, in 

James City County and on the Eastern Shore.

 Pending outcomes of the Virginia General Assembly 

there could be additional changes that highlight green 

initiatives locally, but in 2020 Virginia added a new 

section to the code that permits localities to tax for one-

use plastic bags at stores.

 While bills banning plastic bags have failed in the 

past years, this new section of the code will permit a 

5-cent tax per bag to be charged to consumers. There 

are a few exceptions to this, including the bags used 

to keep things frozen or cold at a grocery store, dry 

cleaning bags and bags used by pharmacies for 

prescription drugs. Isle of Wight County is the 

first legislative body that has discussed 

implementing this new tax. 

 Other “green” initiatives 

considered by the state this 

year include local financing 

options for installation 

by property owners of 

clean energy, resiliency or 

stormwater management 

improvements; permitting 

localities to require tree 

replacement for development 

projects, particularly when it has 

impacted stormwater requirements 

or is an area with recurrent flooding; 

and preventing the release of large numbers of 

balloons into the air. 

 We will be providing you with a complete update 

on new laws that will take effect on July 1, 2021, in the 

April edition of this HRRA magazine. 

 In other local government notes, the Virginia 

Beach City Council voted to release $22 million for 

capital improvement projects that had been previously 

approved but later paused to due to COVID-19. 

 The biggest is $7 million for improvements to 

Winston-Salem Avenue at the Oceanfront, a corridor 

that runs alongside the Rudee Inlet marina district. 

Utilities will be moved underground, stormwater 

drainage will be upgraded, and new sidewalks will be 

built. Construction will begin in the fall of 2022 and be 

completed by 2025. ⌂⌂

Virginia’s ‘‘green’’ initiatives, 
legislation shape our state’s 
present and future

mailto:soldhamptonroads%40gmail.com?subject=
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Thank You to our 2021 HRRA Partners

GOLD SILVER

BRONZE

COPPER

AMBASSADOR

Morgan Stanley

http://www.townebankmortgage.com
https://www.atlanticcoastmortgage.com/
https://www.ovmfinancial.com/
http://www.titlequest.net/
http://www.virginiabeachlendingteam.com
https://prosper.insurance/
http://www.REIN.com
https://www.caliberhomeloans.com/loan-consultant/virginia/virginia-beach
http://www.fairwayvirginia.com
http://www.hangerlaw.com
http://my.orhp.com/marygarnerdevoe
http://www.tidewatermortgage.com
https://www.aafmaa.com/mortgage/our-locations/virginia-beach-va
http://www.atlanticbay.com
http://www.cmsmortgage.com
http://cinchhomeservices.com
http://www.aforevergift.com
https://www.dollar.bank
http://www.fultonbank.com/mortgage
https://homecleanheroes.com/HRRA
https://taskativity.com
http://www.VirginiaMedia.com
https://advisor.morganstanley.com/the-pierson-russi-group
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A re you utilizing the National Association 

of REALTORS® (NAR) That’s Who We R 

campaign resources to boost your profile 

and distinguish you as a REALTOR®? Here’s a quick 

and easy way to get started: Use the That’s Who We R 

Zoom backgrounds! 

 HRRA That’s Who We R Advisory Group members 

Mike Semmendinger and Katie Verhalen created a 

helpful tutorial video to walk you through the process. 

Check it out here on HRRA’s official Facebook page, 

then hop over to NAR’s That’s Who We R campaign 

assets here to download one of three backdrops.

 But that’s not all you’ll 

find there. The page includes 

all kinds of downloadables to 

use in your own REALTOR® 

marketing and branding. Show your REALTOR® 

pride! Stay tuned to your HRRA social media, 

eREALTOR, website and more for more info about 

NAR’s That’s Who We R resources and the work of 

HRRA’s That’s Who We R Advisory Group.

 Thanks go to Mike and Katie for this handy video 

resource! ⌂⌂ 

Stand apart from the crowd!

Victoria Hecht

Vice President of 

Communications, 

Public Relations and 

Media Relations

757-248-5973

prosper.insurance

https://www.facebook.com/hrrarealtors/videos/423996905577764
https://www.nar.realtor/thats-who-we-r/campaign-marketing-assets?fbclid=IwAR3UWKEAbyH-yyX41T8mQKNKjIgSo_1noBlnJ4ILd5Cln49_HAzfgwNNfeA
https://www.nar.realtor/thats-who-we-r/campaign-marketing-assets?fbclid=IwAR3UWKEAbyH-yyX41T8mQKNKjIgSo_1noBlnJ4ILd5Cln49_HAzfgwNNfeA
mailto:vhecht%40hrra.com?subject=
https://prosper.insurance/
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As spring approaches, we know that there will 
soon be people moving. Leases are coming up 
for renewal, and many of our tenants will opt 

to move up or move out for other reasons. 
 You may also find that many of your “accidental 
landlords” will choose to take advantage of this 
unprecedented seller’s market and opt to sell the 
rental home. 
 Do you have solid systems in 
place and are they ready for this 
flurry of activity?
 At our company we contact 
each of our landlords in 
December and invite them 
to schedule a call with us 
in January. We do this for 
several reasons. We want 
to make sure that we have 
accurate information on file for 
each owner. We want to make 
sure that we are aligned with their 
desires for the rental home. 
 Have you ever renewed a lease with 
a tenant just to have the owner later say that 
they did not want to renew for whatever reason? These 
calls eliminate that possibility, and they also provide a 
positive touch point with our clients. We all know that, 
in property management, no news is good news, and this 
can create a situation where we never actually speak to 
our clients unless there is a problem. 
 Have you ever called an owner just to have them 
answer with, “Oh no, what’s wrong?” We also use these 
calls to try to avoid that. We are also able to provide value 
to our clients in these calls by updating them on market 
conditions, updating them on maintenance concerns 
and preparing them for potential future maintenance 
needs. 
 As property managers we are more than glorified 
bill collectors, and these calls allow us to solidify our 
bond with our clients by delivering value and reminding 
them of some of the things we are doing for them behind 
the scenes. 
 At the beginning of each year, we also evaluate 
our systems and make needed adjustments to remain 

productive. Property management is a series of 
repeatable processes and scalability that requires we 
document those processes and create templates that can 
be easily implemented. 
 I am fortunate to be a part of a large national 
franchise with documented processes in place, but 

occasionally there are tasks or processes that 
develop that are specific to us here in 

Hampton Roads. When that occurs 
the employee who handles the task 

is asked to document the process 
so that any other current or 
future employee can execute 
that process in the same 
manner. 
  This helps to 
provide a consistent consumer 
experience which is the key to 

a sustainable and successful 
business. We are currently 

working on systematizing our 
communication touch points with 

tenants and owners using email and video. 
We have created an email template folder with 

many of the emails that we have to send out regularly 
so that anyone on the team can copy and paste those 
emails to make sure our message is consistent. 
 With our Google-based system we can schedule 
emails in advance and be very proactive. We are also 
experimenting with a Google plug-in called “Loom” that 
will allow us to shoot short videos and send them out to 
our clients and tenants through email. 
 The use of video is another important component of 
the consistency we are providing to those we serve, and 
once a video is recorded it can be used forever or as long 
as the subject matter is relevant. 
 If you have not yet incorporated video into your 
property management business, I would encourage you 
to start. You will find it to be an incredible productivity 
hack that can give you a lot of your time back. 
 Take this opportunity to evaluate everything and 
prepare for a successful spring and summer 2021! ⌂⌂

Are your systems ready for the 
season?

We want to  
make sure that 

we have accurate 
information on file for 
each owner. We want 
to make sure that we 
are aligned with their 

desires for the  
rental home. 

Rodney Fentress

Vice Chair, Property 

Management and 

Leasing Council

mailto:rodney%40keyrenterhamptonroads.com?subject=
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Emil Nazaryan

At-Large Member, 

HRRA Board of 

Directors

Have you ever been to Chick-fil-A? If yes, 
wouldn’t you agree there is something about 
this place that sets it apart from other fast-

food joints? Of course, its sandwiches are juicy and 
fresh. Of course, it has a variety of delicious choices on 
the menu. 
 But there is one more, and perhaps the 
most important element, that Chick-
fil-A raises above the crowd. It’s 
the attitude of their employees. 
The genuine smiles that you 
can hear in their voices, their 
politeness, speed of service, 
patience and bright attitude! 
 Doesn’t this sound like 
a winning formula? That’s 
because it is! It’s called the 
QQMA formula.
 Napoleon Hill, the author 
of the best-selling self-help 
book of all time, “Think and Grow 
Rich,” defined this success formula 
as follows: “Quality + Quantity + Mental 
Attitude” (QQMA). He stresses that the surest way 
to succeed in life is by utilizing this formula as a habit. 
I 100% agree with him.

Now let’s break it down. What does it really mean? 

 Let’s say you just got hired at an entry position as 
a receptionist. How can you use the QQMA? Quality 
would be answering the calls in a professional manner, 
being polite and addressing the needs of the callers. 
Quantity would not only include doing the above 
consistently day in and day out, but also doing things 
above and beyond your duty. 
 You may decide to wipe the surfaces throughout the 
building, bring a little flower arrangement to make the 
lobby more welcoming, or you may undertake to help 
others at the office when you’re not busy answering the 
calls. And last, but not least, you must do all of the 
above with a huge smile, genuine enthusiasm and do 
this consistently. 
 That is the mental attitude portion of the formula, 

arguably the most important one.
 Are you currently using this formula, maybe even 
unconsciously? Let’s find out! Ask yourself the following 
questions: 
• Am I producing the highest quality work I’m capable 

of?
• Am I producing it in the highest quantity 

I’m capable of?
• What is my mental attitude in 

which I perform these services?
 If they are honest with 
themselves, most people will 
see that they answer “yes” to 
one or two of these questions. 
Indeed, rare are the people 
who can claim all three. 
Those are the people that 

stand out wherever they are 
and you can spot them right 

away. You must remember that 
the formula works ONLY if all 

three components are present and 
utilized habitually. 

 So, how can you start? Start watching your actions 
and mental attitude. When you are doing something, 
anything, recall the questions above. Use phone 
reminders, sticky notes or even ask others to remind 
you. 
 I promise, the mere asking of the questions will 
encourage you to improve the quantity, quality and 
mental attitude right then and there. The revelation 
will come after you make this into a habit, which 
means you have to consciously practice it for months, 
even years, to realize the full benefits.
 Where can you use it? In everything you do. 
The benefits of this in the work/professional life are 
obvious. But have you thought what this could do in 
your personal life? For your relationships? Washing the 
dishes, doing the laundry, cleaning the house, cooking 
dinner, picking up the kids? 
 Instead of showing your partner attitude for 
having done those things while they were out having 
fun, perform those tasks with a smile on your face. 
When they come back to a spotless home, showered 

You must  
remember that 

the formula works 
ONLY if all three 
components are 

present and  
utilized  

habitually. 

QQMA: the life-changing 
formula

(continued on next page...)

MOTIVATIONAL CORNER
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(Motivational Corner, continued from previous page)

kids, yummy three-course dinner waiting on the table, welcome 
them with a flower and not with a thorn. Using this formula in 
your relationships habitually can transform them beyond your 
imagination.
 Beware of the breaking point. You will (and you do) face 
temptations all the time. It goes something like this: “Well, I’ve 
been doing all these things for him or her for so long, and yet they 
are not noticing what I do. Why should I keep going? I am not being 
appreciated.” 
 This last sentence is what blocks your progress, growth and 
happiness. This is your breaking point. 
 You will not succeed in using the QQMA formula until you 
have learned to answer this obstacle the right way. Can you guess 
what it is? Here it goes: “Well, who cares if others appreciate what 
I’m doing or not? I’m doing this not for them but for myself, for 
my conscience, for my self-worth. I’m doing this because it spurs 
happiness within me knowing that I’m providing the highest-
quality, highest-quantity, and I do it with a giant smile on my face. 
This alone is my biggest reward!”

 The world is yours. Once you have overcome the victim 
attitude of not being appreciated, you have conquered yourself, 
and you have conquered the world. And I absolutely guarantee that 
if you make this formula into a habit, the world around you will 
change. 
 It’s bound to change. There is no alternative to this. You will 
earn frequent promotions, people will be attracted to you, you will 
shine like a super-bright projector light amongst dim 10-watt light 
bulbs. Worldly success will find you. You will grow your imagination, 
your creativity and skills.
 But above all, you will learn that the gratification, the 
contentment, the happiness you’ve been searching for have been 
within you all along. The doors will open to a new whole life.
 
So, now I have three questions for you:
• Are you producing the highest quality you’re capable of?
• Are you producing the highest quantity you’re capable of?
• What is your mental attitude right now?  ⌂⌂

Happy March! Can you believe this month 
closes out the first quarter of 2021? 
     Winston Churchill said, “We make a living 

by what we get. We make a life by what we give.”  
 It was a busy February for HRRA’s Community 
Involvement Advisory (CIA) Group, which oversees 
HRRA’s REALTORS® Have a Heart volunteer program. 
We had a great group of volunteers turn out for our 
first event of 2021.  
 This event was held at Edmarc Hospice for 
Children in downtown Portsmouth. Volunteers worked 
hard to clean up the grounds, beautify the garden area, 
hang and repair shutters, and clean out the pond. We 
also enjoyed the beauty of snow falling while we were 
there! (You’ll find photos of that event in this issue.) 
 Did you know that volunteering can help your 
mental health? Numerous studies have shown that 
you can reduce stress through the simple act of 
volunteering. For some, it gives a sense of satisfaction 
and purpose, while in others it helps them feel more 
connected to a loved one or simply to their chosen 
charity.  
 Because the act of volunteering brings people of 
different ages and backgrounds together, it increases 
a sense of empathy and connection to each other and 
to the world around them when they are united in a 
common purpose or goal.  
 

 And of course, it helps the beneficiaries of all that 
hard work! 
 As real estate professionals, it’s in our nature 
to help others. Whatever we give, whether it’s time, 
work or encouragement, our bodies release a feel-good 
hormone called dopamine. This creates a feeling of 
purpose and fulfillment.  
 In turn, this gives you a sense of satisfaction and 
feelings of gratification.  
 In most cases, volunteers report that they end 
up getting more out of it than they expected. And, in 
some situations, you may learn a new skill, find your 
purpose, or feel more optimistic about the future- a 
win-win for all!  
 Please join REALTORS®  Have a Heart to volunteer 
on April 6 from 10 a.m. to noon (please arrive at 9:45 
a.m.) as we help out at the Ronald McDonald House 
in Norfolk. We will do cleaning and grounds cleanup, 
so please dress comfortably. Our events are normally 
two hours, followed by lunch (when permissible) 
provided by a generous sponsor. You may sign up now 
by emailing “Ronald McDonald House” in the subject 
line to Community Involvement Advisory Group staff 
liaison Victoria Hecht at vhecht@hrra.com. 
 Remember these words from Heather French 
Henry: “Volunteering is at the very core of being a 
human. No one has made it through life without 
someone else’s help.” ⌂⌂

Volunteering and your mental health

Yvonne Covey

Vice Chair, 

Community 

Involvement Advisory 

Group 

mailto:vhecht%40hrra.com?subject=
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Our theme for this month’s magazine is all things 

“green,” including environmentally friendly 

topics. One byproduct of COVID-19 in relation 

to government is the small “green” impact it has had on 

travel for elected officials but also the amount of paper 

used for printing reports, agendas and legislation. 

 As we approach the one-year mark for 

when the world paused to respond to the 

virus, and while we have all adjusted 

our lifestyle in various ways, our 

governing officials have also 

altered the way they meet and 

interact with the public.  

 For the past year the 

seven localities in Hampton 

Roads that we monitor have 

approached their governing 

at various different levels of 

limited in-person meetings to 

complete virtual meetings. At 

the General Assembly, the Houses 

of Delegates is completely virtual, and 

the Senate is in Session at the Science Museum 

of Virginia but in a closed environment that does not 

permit the public to attend.  

 This approach to governing has meant a reduction 

in the travel that many people would typically take to 

Richmond at this time of year. Beyond the members 

and staff to support them, there are groups of citizens 

who would travel to the Richmond to visit, including 

some of the members of HRRA. This is the first year 

since REALTOR® Day on the Hill began that it had to be 

cancelled.  

 This lack of travel also extends to our local councils, 

boards and commissions, which also meet virtually. 

The benefit to this is you can watch every meeting on 

your laptop, but the drawback is that networking and 

relationship building becomes more challenging.  

 A typical day in Richmond during the General 

Assembly would produce several hundred copies of the 

daily calendars, legislation, amendments to legislation, 

and flurry of other printed items to support the day-

to-day operations. This year that has been reduced to 

nearly nothing with members, staff, lobbyists and the 

public relying on online access to these items. 

 We are just starting to see signs of a phase back to 

in-person meetings for localities and a return 

to projects that had previously been put 

on hold by elected officials while 

they took time to respond to the 

pandemic. 

 One sign that we may see 

a few in-person meetings of 

public bodies this month is 

the Virginia Beach Planning 

Commission’s indication that 

it will hold a public hearing in-

person for the proposed changes 

to the Short-Term Rental sections 

of the code in March.  

 Additionally, Virginia Beach has 

recently released $22 million in funding for 

several capital improvement projects that had been 

put on hold at the beginning of the pandemic.  

 The biggest is $7 million for improvements to 

Winston-Salem Avenue at the Oceanfront, a corridor that 

runs alongside the Rudee Inlet marina district. Utilities 

will be moved underground, stormwater drainage will be 

upgraded, and new sidewalks will be built. Construction 

will begin in the fall of 2022 and be completed by 2025. 

 Another project that has been on hold is sand 

assessments and replenishment from Rudee Inlet to 

89th Street; $2.5 million will be injected back into the 

beach program.  

 These are a few of the ways we are seeing a return to 

what we used to call normal. It will be interesting to see 

if the “green” impacts that resulted from the pandemic 

will remain in place when it comes to government and 

how communication with the public is managed. ⌂⌂

Gretchen Heal

Government Affairs

Director 

This lack of  
travel also extends 

to our local 
councils, boards 

and commissions, 
which also meet 

virtually. 

Legislators, elected officials go 

‘‘green’’ as byproduct of pandemic 
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The Ides of March, March Madness and Happy 
St. Patrick’s Day: In our real estate world each 
of these notable terms or dates is relatable. 

 The Ides of March is a date on the Roman calendar, 
the 15th of March, and was noted as a deadline for 
settling debts. In our real estate world, settling debts 
could be considered the same as time stamps 
on contingencies or settlement on our 
contracts.  
 Sometimes we are able to settle 
everything with no major issues 
or challenges, but other times it 
can be the death (can you say 
“PICRA”?) for all involved! 
In keeping with a real estate 
theme, “Caveat Emptor,” or 
buyer beware, is in keeping 
with this most auspicious day 
as well.  
 Shakespeare, in his play 
“The Tragedy of Julius Caesar,” 
noted the Ides of March as the 
day Julius Caesar was killed, and this 
became a huge turning point in Roman history. 
Hence, the admonition, “Beware the Ides of March.” 
 March Madness, an American term, is when the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball 
teams play against each other in an elimination period 
to determine the national championship.  
 In real estate, especially in our region, we think of 
March Madness as the time when most people decide 
they’re ready to move or think about a move, and we 
compete in terms of winning listings, bids on contracts 
and the personal relationships we can build during this 
busy time of year.  
 By far, though, my personal favorite March date is 
the 17th, which is St. Patrick’s Day with its wearing of 
the green, well wishes of luck, and the leprechauns we 
cherish while searching for that pot of gold at the end of 
every rainbow.  
 Growing up, with my father being of Irish descent 
we always celebrated this special holiday, very often with 
family and friends gathered around a big table singing 
(out of tune, of course) Irish songs, eating a traditional 

Irish meal (usually Irish stew), and toasting life with 
lots of green beer.  
 For me, it meant we were on the verge of spring and 
a magical time of renewal. Plus, as New Englanders, we 
would soon be thawing out! For REALTORS®, it’s a good 
time to take stock of where we are in our businesses as 

we close in on the end of the first quarter.  
 Better yet, it’s a time to look at 

what’s working for your business and 
what’s not (including advertising, 

marketing and budgets). 
 The National Association 
of REALTORS®, Virginia 
REALTORS® and Hampton 
Roads REALTORS® Association 
(HRRA) all have valuable 
resources to help you in doing 
just that.  

 When was the last time 
you took advantage of the 

free materials, seminars and 
educational programs each website 

has available? Or how about the many 
discounts our Affiliate companies offer to us 

through each of the associations?  
 And let’s not forget HRRA's many monthly 
meetings, educational training sessions, councils, 
leadership programs, committees, advocacy and 
government affairs, and the various businesses in legal 
and financial practices that work closely with our city, 
state and federal governments to protect and serve real 
estate professionals and the general public.  
 It is easy to lose sight of the many services available 
to us through our affiliation as REALTORS® with HRRA. 
But I hope this March, besides looking for the four-leaf 
clovers and chasing leprechauns, you'll take a second to 
look into the many resources available to us so that we 
as REALTORS® can help educate, serve and protect not 
only ourselves, but our clients and the general public. 
 I will leave you with this beautiful Irish proverb: 
"May the dreams you hold dearest be those that come 
true and the kindness you spread keep returning to 
you.”  ⌂⌂

March brings Ides, Madness and 
Irish cheer, but did you know the 
ties to real estate? 

In real estate, 
especially in our 

region, we think of 
March Madness 

as the time when 
most people decide 

they’re ready to 
move or think about 

a move.

Brenda Tokarz

Chair, REALTOR®/

Lawyer Committee
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Your Voice in Politics. HRRA.com/HRRPAC

I am so excited about my year as chair of the Hampton 
Roads REALTORS® Political Action Committee 
(HRRPAC). In January, we began developing a 

plan for HRRPAC. We have begun to execute a plan to 
achieve not only our local goals, but also goals that will 
make us more competitive at the state level. 
 Achieving these goals is important to every 
member as it helps support our advocacy 
programs. These programs allow us to 
engage in a variety of civic and local 
government initiatives, as well as 
with members of the General 
Assembly. 
 We will begin with 
reaching out to Major 
Investors from past years 
to renew their support. I 
would like to recognize a 
few that already have made 
a contribution toward their 
individual goals.  
 Taking the lead is 2021 HRRA 
Chairman of the Board Tanya Monroe 
at the Golden “R” level. In addition to Tanya, 
Deborah Baisden, John Powell and Jimmy Jackson 
have already contributed at the Sterling “R” level.  
 While this is a great start, we have a goal of 40 
Major Investors this year and at least 1,400 members 
participating in HRRPAC. To achieve this goal we need 
YOUR help.  
 Here is how you can help: Use the link HERE to 
donate. There are a variety of levels to choose from on 
the link, and you have an option of setting up a payment 
plan. 
 While donations to HRRPAC are not tax-deductible, 
if you use a credit card the contribution could contribute 
to a points or miles plan. The site accepts Visa, Master 
Card, American Express and Discover. You just need 
to enter your NRDS number, and the form will pre-
populate with the information we have on file for you. 
You can then enter the amount of your contribution and 
credit card information.  

 You can also contribute by check by 
either mailing or dropping off at the 

HRRA office.  
 Depending on your 

contribution level, you will 
be recognized in a variety of 
ways either at the office, on 
the website or in this HRRA 
magazine.  
  Your support allows our 
voices to be heard at all levels 

of government. Elected officials 
are making decisions every day 

that impact our industry and the 
lives of the clients we serve.  

 This is why our advocacy teams at the 
national, state and local levels are regularly 

monitoring new legislation introduced or policies 
in local communities. They then work with officials to 
ensure our position is heard and incorporated into the 
way laws are written.  
 I will be highlighting some of the topics that our 
advocacy team works on throughout the year, starting 
this month with the shortage of appraisers and their 
qualifications. 
 The National Association of REALTORS® (NAR) 
is engaged with legislators, regulatory agencies and 
stakeholders on addressing barriers and market 
conditions that hinder timely and accurate appraisals.  
 NAR also supports the adoption of revised national 
minimum requirements for trainee appraisers at the 
state-level. This would include more flexible education 
and work hour requirements for them. 
 This is just one example of why you should support 
HRRPAC by clicking this link.  ⌂⌂

Your support 
allows our voices 

to be heard 
at all levels of 
government. 

Your contribution helps HRRPAC 
achieve advocacy 

Katrina Venable

Chair, HRRPAC 

Fundraising 

Committee

https://ai360.aristotle.com/AI360FormBuilder/(S(knqs1gsq3ot4f0p0irvacavy))/Login.aspx?mobile=true
https://hrra.com/advocacy/hrrpac-rim/donor-recognition/
https://ai360.aristotle.com/AI360FormBuilder/(S(nvm0hadknkl04utukt0bm5nw))/Login.aspx?mobile=true
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HRRPAC Contributor 
Spotlight

Advocacy topics that interest me: 
Fair and affordable housing, homeowner rights, and 
Chesapeake Bay preservation (especially zoning and 
stormwater management) 

Community involvement: Of course, COVID 
changed and is still changing what community 
involvement looks like in our world. Personally, I felt 
it was really important to focus on my neighborhood 
and how I could encourage or offer a smile or just 
let people know “I’m here and I care about you and 
know how hard this is, but it’s going to be OK.” I 
bake cookies for the firefighters and take treats to 
my friends at my grocery store and pharmacy, and in 
March 2020 put a sign in my yard (on a busy Virginia 
Beach street) that said, “It’s going to be OK.” So many 
people stopped to take pictures, and I even saw it 
on social media. Ever since then I’ve been putting 

up messages of hope, encouragement or a smile. I’ve 
even gotten cards in the mail from neighbors saying 
“thank you” and so many thanks from people walking 
or driving by. It’s therapeutic for me and hopefully for 
my little piece of the community as well. 

Why I give to HRRPAC: Full disclosure, I worked 
with Mary Ross Ellsworth, Tanya Monroe and 
Ann Palmateer at my former brokerage, and they 
were such great advocates of HRRPAC and its 
accomplishments that I couldn’t consider NOT giving.  
 
Why donating to HRRPAC is important:  
With all the change and unrest in the country there’s 
never been a better time to support these committed 
and driven advocates speaking on our behalf and 
protecting our rights. 

Christy Young, 
C2EX, PSA, AHWD, 
OWN Real Estate 
Member since: 2017 

Contributor level: 
Fair Share 

Want to learn more and become a HRRPAC contributor like Christy?
Visit HRRA.com/HRRPAC to get started.

Congratulations

2020 Hampton Roads REALTORS® Association 

Affiliate Member of the Year 

Courtney LaLonde

Call Courtney if you are looking to purchase a new home, 
second home, investment property or refinance!

NMLS ID 71158 | www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org

Courtney LaLonde
Mortgage Loan Officer 
NMLS ID: 1856186 • VA Lic/Reg #: MLO-41366VA  
NC Lic/Reg #: I-190904 

757-971-0343
www.tidewatermortgage.com/clalonde

http://hrra.com/hrrpac
http://www.tidewatermortgage.com
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Mia Roberson

Vice Chair, Owners/

Managers Council

Competition 
should be 

embraced, and it 
should keep you 
on your toes and 
empower you to 

adapt.

Our competition in real estate is fierce, whether 
you are an agent or a brokerage. I see some 
really great marketing and success stories, 

whether they are companies that are just starting out 
to companies that have been in the business since the 
beginning of time.  
 Seeing these hot new companies makes 
you wonder if you need to tweak or 
make changes to “stay up” with your 
competition. Competition should 
be embraced, and it should keep 
you on your toes and empower 
you to adapt. But don’t fall 
into the trap of continually 
re-inventing the wheel.  
 My biggest suggestion is 
don’t chase your competition; 
believe in what you are doing! 
Know that you are creating 
a platform that will benefit 
all of your agents and/or clients. 
Be empowered by what you have 
accomplished. Be bold! Success in real 
estate sales is dependent on confidence and 
taking risks to get the deal done.  
 Whether you are merging, acquisitioning or just 
growing, be empowered!  

Let’s break down how: 
 Stand out from the crowd: My favorite quote 
(anonymous media director) is, “A business that does not 
advertise is like a man winking at a pretty woman in the 
dark room, he knows what he is doing, but she doesn’t.” 
Create a memory peg that everyone around you will 
remember.  
 Whether it be an icon, logo design, catch phrase, 
you can brag, boast and be empowered! Make sure your 
message has impact. Ask yourself, what do you feel is 
your best quality? Translate that to a slogan or mission 
statement. Everyone has a unique quality. We have over 
8,237 real estate agents with over 641 firms, according 
to REIN, our local multiple listing service (MLS). Are 
you standing out?  
 Create relationships: Building relationships with 
my agents is the most fulfilling and important part of my 

job. Real estate transactions require a deep knowledge 
of process but also of people. So much of our business is 
based on trust and building personal connections, and 
I’ve found that nearly every successful person in the 
industry will tell you that your relationships will make 
or break you in this business. 

 While agents provide face-to-face interaction 
in cultivating relationships with their 

clients, embracing technology is 
important too. The top three tech 

tools that have given the highest 
quality of leads are: social media 
at 47 percent, MLS site at 32 
percent and the brokerage's 
website at 21 percent. 
   For agents, create an 
environment where past 

clients want to use you again 
and recommend you to their 

friends. Make the calls, send the 
letters, and knock on the doors. 

Network in person and on the web. 
Tell everyone you are in real estate via 

your social media channels! Always continue 
to ask for the business. 
 For brokerages, create a retention program to 
remind agents why they landed in your brokerage, and 
ask for the referrals. Create culture! (Whew. “Culture” 
can be another complete two-page article!) Continually 
remind your agents of all the tools they have at their 
fingertips! Remind them being a REALTOR® provides 
many resources and tools. 
 Don't be afraid to take a risk: The bigger the risk, 
the bigger the reward. It’s scary to think about, I know. I 
remember buying my company from the previous owner 
during a time when we weren’t sure if the real estate 
market was going to make it. I did, and I would never 
change when and how I did it!  
 But in order to get the deal done, or to increase 
your client base, you need to step out of your comfort 
zone. Invest in your business, whether it’s a CRM, 
an assistant, more staff or bigger marketing budget. 
Believe in yourself, your agents and your company. Be 
empowered! ⌂⌂

Are you empowered? 

mailto:miaroberson%40creedrealty.com?subject=
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Greetings! Believe it or not, but this article is in 
keeping with the issue’s “green” theme. Thanks 
to vice chair Elaine Griffin for last month’s 

beautiful article pertaining to Article 10 and Standard of 
Practice 10-5, which is applicable to each of us.  
 Now, I realize that some of you volunteer and serve 
on either the Grievance or Professional Standards 
Committee and are extremely knowledgeable 
of the Code of Ethics. However, 
this article is written to provide 
additional insight regarding the 
Code of Ethics for every member 
at our local association.  
 First, what is the purpose 
of the National Association of 
REALTORS® (NAR) Professional 
Standards Committee? This 
committee advises and makes 
recommendations to the Board 
of Directors on matters relating 
to the Code of Ethics.  
 Upon request, the committee 
advises member boards on 
interpretations on the Code. Upon 
receiving notice of lack of enforcement thereof 
by member boards, the committee inquires into the 
situation, seeks remedial action and, if necessary, brings 
to the attention of the Board of Directors or the proper 
official of the association in case of failure or refusal to 
enforce the Code. 
 Its composition is made up on 113 members as 
follows: chair and vice chair; the immediate past chair; 
the chair and vice chair of the Professional Standards 
Forum; one representative from each state and 
territorial association; one affiliate representative from 
CCIM, REBI, RRC, IREM, RLI, SIOR and WCR; one 
AEC representative; and 46 at-large members, including 
a representative segment of state and local association 
staff. 
 Next, what is the Professional Standards 
Interpretations and Procedures Advisory Board? Its 
purpose is to consider various questions related to 
interpretation and enforcement of the Code of Ethics 
and to make recommendations for consideration by the 
Professional Standards Committee. 
 Its composition is 17 members as follows: chair (who 
shall be the immediate past chair of the Professional 

Standards Committee – in the chair’s absence, the 
most recent past chair shall chair the advisory board); 
the immediate past chair of the advisory board; the 
chair and vice chair of the Professional Standards 
Committee, who shall serve as ex-officio members with 
a vote of the advisory board; one AEC representative; 
and 12 at-large members (one of which shall be a 

local association executive and one of which 
shall be a state association executive) 

drawn from the membership of the 
Profession Standards Committee 

and appointed annually by 
the chair of the Professional 
Standards Committee, subject 
to the approval of the NAR 
president. 
    So, where is the “green”? 
Keeping reading! Have you 
ever asked yourself, what 

ensures consistent, objective, 
fair enforcement of the Code? 

• Notice of charges, specificity 
required 

• Adequate time to prepare a defense 
• Opportunity to hear others testimony and 

cross examine them 
• Opportunity to tell your side of the story 
• Right to counsel 
• Right to impartial body deciding matter 
• Appropriate, authorized sanctions 
• Availability of appeal 
• The 17 Articles of the Code of Ethics 
• 88 Standards of Practice 
• 145 case interpretations 
• Professional Standards cooperative enforcement 

agreements. 
• 250 pages-plus Code of Ethics and Arbitration Manual 
 
 Hopefully, at this point you are not saying this is 
too much information, because this is where the “green” 
theme is truly reflected in this article. Green is the color 
of MONEY!  
 So, undoubtedly, knowledge of the Code of Ethics 
and adherence to the Standards of Practices will afford 
you to retain your hard-earned money while saving you 
valuable time. How? By living the Code of Ethics as a 

REALTOR®. ⌂⌂

Clyde Cooper Jr., 

CRS, GRI, SFR

Chair, Professional 

Standards Committee

Have you ever  
asked yourself, what 
ensures consistent, 

objective, fair 
enforcement of the 

Code of Ethics? 

Do the right thing and right will 
come to you
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Hampton Roads is host to myriad homes, ranging 
from 19th-century Colonials with basements to 
modern beachfront houses on pilings. 

 In Norfolk and Portsmouth, for instance, some older 
homes have building features that are antiquated and 
not “code-compliant” by today’s construction standards. 
In most cases it comes with the territory, and the buyer 
can live with knowing they are buying an older home.  
 Your home inspector is not a code inspector, and 
when we encounter these older features we usually 
note their presence in the report and advise accordingly. 
Following is a list of five things a local home inspector 
might find when inspecting an older home.  
 In particular, I’ve concentrated on the ones we 
encounter when inspecting areas not frequented by the 
homeowner, such as the attic, crawl space or inside the 
electrical panel. 

Knob-and-tube wiring 
 Used in homes from about 1880 through the 1940s, 
knob-and-tube wiring is now considered obsolete. The 
wiring itself is not actually dangerous. The danger arises 
when it is improperly modified and when insulation 
covers the wires. In these cases, it could pose a safety or 
fire hazard.  
 Because it has no ground wire, it cannot service any 
three-prong appliances, so it is considered obsolete by 
today’s standards and not allowed in new construction. 
Code does not call for its removal. Interestingly, the 
porcelain components have an almost unlimited lifespan, 
and knob-and-tube wiring is often considered superior to 
modern Romex wiring.  
 
 

If it is present (in use or abandoned), it is noted in 
the home inspector’s reporting, and it may be 
recommended to have it evaluated by a qualified 
electrician. 

Aluminum wiring (solid-strand AL) 
 From around 1965 through 1973, single-strand 
aluminum wiring (not to be confused with commonly 
used multi-strand AL service wire) was often substituted 
for copper branch-circuit wiring. It is thought this was in 
reaction to the rising price of copper.  
 Over time, it was discovered that the properties of 
single-strand aluminum wiring, the way it reacts after 
the warming and cooling cycle, plus the fact that it tends 
to oxidize when in contact with certain metals, can 
create a potential hazard. It can be just as safe as copper 
wire but is susceptible to hazard if installed incorrectly.  
 The home inspector should report the presence of 
aluminum wiring and suggest that it be evaluated by 
a qualified electrician familiar with and experienced in 
evaluating and correcting aluminum wiring problems. 
Pictured are “scorched” single-strand aluminum wires 
found during an inspection. 

 

Your home  
inspector is not a code 
inspector, and when we 
encounter these older 

features we usually 
note their presence in 
the report and advise 

accordingly.

5 things a home inspector might 
find in an older home

Bobby Parker

Summit Home 

Inspections

(continued on next page...)
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Federal Pacific Electric (FPE) panels 
 The electrical panel is like the heart of your home’s electrical 
system, so it is vital to have a healthy, functional panel. Federal 
Pacific Electric “Stab-Lok” service panels were installed in millions 
of homes between the 1950s and 1980s. The Stab-Lok breakers can 
fail to trip when faced with an overcurrent or short circuit, posing 
a potential hazard. The breakers are also susceptible to jamming 
under certain conditions.  
 It is important to note that Federal Pacific is no longer in 
business. While these panels and breakers can operate properly for 
years, they can malfunction causing the panel to overheat, creating 
a hazard. The presence of an FPE panel should be noted by the home 
inspector, and different inspectors have different recommendations 
in their reports, but evaluation by a qualified electrician may be 
advised.  

Asbestos pipe insulation 
 We’ve all seen the law office commercials offering to represent 
individuals exposed to asbestos and indicating it as a serious health 
hazard. It is vital to note that this is directed towards individuals 
who worked in factories and shipyards breathing high levels of the 
asbestos fibers.  
 Some houses built between 1930 and 1950 may have used 
asbestos insulation wrapping hot water and steam pipes, boilers 
and furnace ducts. When present, it is generally located in the 
crawl space, basement, utility room and/or attic of a home.  
 If you have asbestos in your home, don’t panic. Generally 
speaking, if it is in good shape, do nothing as there is no danger 
unless the asbestos is disturbed and the fibers are released into 
the air and subsequently inhaled into the lungs. Do not attempt to 
repair or remove.  
 If the presence of asbestos is suspected during a home inspection, 
the home inspector will report this and make recommendations 
based on visual observations. 

(continued from previous page)

Cast iron drain and sewage pipes 
 Cast iron drain and sewage pipes were used in home 
construction up until about 1980 (when PVC was introduced). 
They are commonly seen when inspecting the crawl space and 
are often buried as they slope toward the sewer main.  
 This is another case of “it comes with the territory” as most 
houses with these pipes have existed with no problem. In fact, 
some inspectors have reported seeing 150-year-old cast iron 
pipes without any flaws. 
 However, cast iron pipes rust from the inside out, so it 
is nearly impossible to visually detect a problem (unless, of 
course, an active leak or external signs are observed). If a leak is 
discovered and/or drainage problems are suspected, evaluation 
by a qualified plumber will be recommended by your inspector, 
and a subsequent sewer scan might be recommended.  ⌂⌂
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Victor Bosak

 

Chair, Young 

Professionals Network 

Philanthropist and Microsoft former general 
manager Melinda Gates once said, “Deep human 
connection is the purpose and the result of a 

meaningful life – and it will inspire the most amazing 
acts of love, generosity and humanity.” 
 As we approach the one-year mark since our lives 
here in the Commonwealth were changed in a way our 
generation had never seen before, it can sometimes be 
easy to take for granted the value of human 
connection and how, for some, the wait 
for life to feel normal again is still 
ongoing.  
 As those whose jobs are 
considered essential services, 
our lives as real estate 
professionals seemed to get 
back to normal long before 
the rest of the world’s. While 
things changed for a time, 
we eventually returned to 
showing homes, some even had 
open houses, and throughout it all, 
we continued to connect with other 
human beings on a regular basis.  
 Not only that, but because of the type of 
work we’re all in, we continued to meet new people all 
of the time. This brought in new dynamic personalities, 
provided opportunities to challenge our minds in 
creative ways, and overall, we worked together to keep 
our industry running. 
 However, a recent trip to Richmond to see my 
parents reminded me that for February 2021 doesn’t 
look all that different from March 2020 for some people. 

 My parents reside in a vibrant community that, 
on a typical pre-COVID day, is usually alive with 
neighbors taking afternoon walks, friends gathering in 
the gazebo or on benches telling stories and laughing, 
and friends and family members coming and going all of 
the time. Many of the neighbors are the original owners 
of the homes, so overall it’s usually a very connected 

community where everyone knows everyone and 
always knows the “latest and greatest” of 

what’s going on in each other’s lives.  
 But in talking to my parents 

this past trip, I realized that 
much of the usual connectivity 
they had been accustomed to, 
has still yet to return—and 
that it’s taking its toll.  
 Fearing their age makes 
them more susceptible to 
COVID, my parents have 

spent much of this past year 
keeping to themselves. They 

don’t venture out much outside of 
necessary trips, and they limit their 

exposure to visitors.  
 The isolation meant that they weren’t their 

typical selves during this trip – i.e. full of energy and 
stories to share about what’s new in their lives. And 
to make matters worse, two of their neighbors had 
passed in recent weeks and it has left them feeling more 
reflective than ever on life and the uncertainty of days 
ahead.  

Beyond the deals: remembering 
human connection in a time of 
uncertainty 

What can we do,  
as an industry, to lift 
our neighbors up at 
a time when many 
are reaching their 

breaking points with 
the necessity for 

isolation?  

Mary Garner DeVoe
Account Executive

T: 800.282.7131 Ext. 1296
C: 804.453.8757
MaryGarnerD@orhp.com
my.orhp.com/marygarnerdevoe
www.orhp.com

Fulton BankFulton Bank

fultonbank.com/mortgage
Fulton Bank, N.A. Member FDIC. Subject to credit approval. Information is for real estate 

professionals and is not intended for further distribution to any individual consumers.

Nate Brown
NMLS #: 607858
757.692.1641

Mike Grunwald
NMLS #: 607860
757.761.8156

Pam Martin
NMLS #: 1060805
757.321.6311

Matt DesRoches
NMLS #: 659388
757.651.6288

Marion Uzzle
NMLS #: 211283

757.729.7373

Kimberly Vap
NMLS #: 796166

757.544.8934

MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS PROGRAM
Up to 100% financing available

(continued on page 36...)
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How do you know if your homeowners or 
condominium association is being successful 
managed? It can sometimes be hard to 

determine if a community with an association is being 
run well.  
 From an outsider’s view, everything can look good. 
Amenities are clean, well maintained and beautifully 
manicured landscaping throughout, and 
smiling residents congregate on the 
sidewalks and trails.  
 But looks can be deceiving. In 
reality, the association could be 
purposeless and disorganized. 
 There is much more 
to running a successful 
association than collecting 
dues from homeowners and 
cleaning and maintaining the 
amenities. There are many 
qualities each association needs 
to be successful.  
Diversity 
 An efficient board of directors 
(BOD) should have a well-rounded balance 
and be comprised of men and women with varying 
backgrounds and ages. A diverse BOD helps to bring 
different viewpoints to the table. It helps to ensure 
that all members of the community are being fully 
represented.  
 By having BOD members with different 
backgrounds, associations bring different levels of 
knowledge to the community. They have varying 
abilities, talents, and interests to better serve the 
community.  
 BOD members should come from different age 
groups. Younger members tend to be more aggressive 
with ideas and opinions and are more open to change. 
Older members tend to be more conservative and less 
open to change. The mixture of age groups gives the 
right balance to the BOD.  
Open communication, transparency 
 Communication is essential to a successful 
association. If a BOD fails to effectively communicate, 
it fails to accomplish what is needed for its community. 

When making needed decisions, the board must ensure 
that they come together to communicate the details of 
an issue, come to a decision together and communicate 
the outcomes in a timely manner.  
 A successful association also has well-informed 
residents. Association boards must be transparent with 

their residents with both outgoing communications 
and incoming feedback.  

 Outgoing communications can come 
in many forms. This can consist of 

a community website, monthly 
or quarterly newsletters, email 
and/or community information 
boards, and social media. 
These platforms can be used 
to inform and update the 
residents on community 
matters and deadlines.  

 The board should also have 
a system for collecting feedback 

from the residents. This would 
include ideas and suggestions, 

complaints and questions. Collecting 
the feedback is only one part; a BOD must 

also have a system to address residents’ concerns.  
 It is common for residents to complain about the 
lack of communications or knowledge regarding new 
policies and/or regulations and changes. When residents 
understand why certain things must be done, or why 
certain expenses are being utilized, they are less likely 
to complain. Residents do not trust boards that tend to 
keep things secretive.  
 Not every resident will agree with every rule, policy 
or decisions made. Practicing transparency will help 
to explain the how and why behind a decision while 
increasing understanding among the residents.  
Fair, consistent policy enforcement 
 Enforcing the rules and regulations of the 
community can be one of the most difficult roles 
of association members. Residents may know the 
community rules and regulations, but there will still be 
those that do not comply. This can be minimized if there 
is a fair and consistent policy enforcement in place.  
 Board members should never display favoritism or 

Jennifer Ireland

 

Chair, Common 

Interest Community 

Advisory Group 

There is much  
more to running a 

successful association 
than collecting dues 

from homeowners 
and cleaning and 
maintaining the 

amenities.

Community associations need 
more than luck to be successful  

(continued on page 36...)
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“That’s Who We R” 
REALTOR® Spotlight
WHO: Elaina Kirk, REALTOR®, Keller 
Williams Coastal Virginia  

HRRA MEMBER SINCE: 2019

REALTOR® ACTIVITIES: Vice chair 
of HRRA Young Professionals Network 
(YPN). Also, I try to attend any and 
everything I can! I believe that the 
more activities I attend, the more 
people I meet and relationships I 
develop, which we all know is super 
helpful in this business.  
 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:  
I organized (with the help from 
awesome Affiliates and community 
members -- and COVID didn’t let us do 
one in 2020 -- but look for us in 2021) 
a charity kickball game for the Dogs 
Deserve Better organization. They 
rescue neglected and abused dogs and 
then help rehabilitate and find them 
new loving homes. I have also built 
outdoor playsets for children with 
cancer with the amazing Roc Solid 
Foundation. If you haven’t participated 
in one of these builds, you should 
totally check them out! It’s such a 
special experience. I have helped my 
office collect and organize toy and food 
drives for the local food bank and the 
Armed Services YMCA. And in my 
prior career I spent a decade providing 
educational resources and tools to low-
income students and schools across the 
state of Virginia.
 
I CHOSE TO BECOME A REALTOR® 
BECAUSE:  am a firm believer in 
holding yourself to a high standard, 

and being a REALTOR® was the clear 
way to do so in this industry and 
career. Also, I saw the opportunity that 
being a REALTOR® gives agents to play 
a role in the growth and change in the 
organization, and I wanted to be a part 
of that.   

FAVORITE REALTOR® BENEFIT: 
Education and relationships for sure. 
Again, I cannot stress enough how 
much the relationships I have created 
and developed with other Realtors 
and at HRRA events have helped me! 
From sharing their knowledge, giving 
guidance, and providing answers to 
the oh so famous, “uh, what do I do?” 
scenarios that we Realtors occasionally 
come across. 
 
FAVORITE HRRA ACTIVITY AND 
WHY: I am not going to pick the 
obvious choice and say the Chili Cook-
Off and Tailgate Party. (This girl loves 
some chili!) Instead, I am going to go 
with all of the education opportunities 
HRRA offers. As a prior teacher, that is 
simply because we all should always be 
learning and educating ourselves, and 
HRRA understands this and offers so 
many resources to its members.  
 
MOST MEMORABLE HRRA 
MOMENT: When (now) Chairman of 
the Board Tonya Monroe called me and 
asked me to be a co-vice chair of YPN! 
It was super unexpected and was such 
a pleasant surprise. And then number 
two was when I found out I qualify for 
a Circle of Excellencesm award! Another 
unexpected and proud moment. 

I AM PROUD TO CALL MYSELF A 
REALTOR® BECAUSE: I am a part 
of an association that is made up of 
successful professionals who hold 
themselves to a high standard and has 
a code of ethics that is upheld. That to 
me is certainly something to be super 
proud of and one that I do not discount 
nor overlook.  

BEST PIECE OF ADVICE FOR 
FELLOW REALTORS®: Never stop 
asking questions, even if you think it’s 
not a good one, I promise you it is. And 
of course, come on out and get involved! 
I’d love to meet you!  

Elaina Kirk

Nevermind asking for recommendations on social media...
Your search ends here! “Find an Affiliate” at HRRA.com 

mailto:elainakirkrealty%40gmail.com?subject=
https://dogsdeservebetter.org/
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https://rocsolidfoundation.org/donate/?gclid=Cj0KCQiApY6BBhCsARIsAOI_GjYka_KNuquIVR7-zofCXZVefM8qKiWIZ1xSnWLN2qH_FFUu3QF5vCcaApdyEALw_wcB
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HRRA.com
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Shopping habits have changed. Over the last 
few years there were conversations within the 
commercial real estate world how shopping 

trends are changing. However, I would say after 2020, 
it has cemented a new way for people to shop. (I’ve 
never tried this, but apparently you can get Starbucks 
delivered to you. Is that a thing?) 
 With this new way of shopping, what 
does it look like for the future of 
shopping malls and centers?  
 Between Hampton Roads’ 
eight malls, there is almost 6.7 
million square feet and con-
siderably more retail space 
within the power centers, 
neighborhood centers and 
strip centers around the mar-
ket. Some of these malls/cen-
ters have the same stores at 
other centers that are no more 
than 5 to 10 miles away, duplicat-
ing their costs and potentially can-
nibalizing their profits.  
 Prior to everything being “available 
at the click of a button,” shoppers needed to go to the 
mall, so developers and retailers were strategic about 
being close to the customer. Thus, it made sense to 
have multiple locations.  
 Now e-commerce providers like Amazon and 
Wayfair are trying to find warehouse space for their 
distribution centers to be closer to the local markets 
and even finding smaller distribution hubs for the 
“last-mile” delivery. Amazon has been taking over 
former department store space, former Kmart big-box 
locations and renting out parking lots to handle the 
demand.  
 Think about Walmart vs. Amazon. Amazon has the 
e-commerce industry locked down (39% of total online 
spending in 2020). Walmart, on the other hand, has 
about 2,500 physical locations.  
 In addition to being a physical store for consumers, 
Walmart is using these locations as fulfillment centers 
for their online orders solving the problem of the “last-
mile” delivery. Amazon is currently working on opening 

more distribution centers, while Walmart is working 
feverishly to catch up on e-commerce sales.  
 Estimates show that about 21.3% of total retail 
sales were made online, up from about 15% in 2019. 
Granted, some of that increase was due to stores 
being shut down. However, now as restrictions start 

to ease, how are the physical stores going to win 
back those shoppers who “went online”? 

Grocery shopping has changed, 
ordering takeout has adjusted 

more online, and Etsy and eBay 
have seen significant growth 
this last year.  
 If consumers get in the 
habit of shopping this way, 
physical stores won’t go 
away. However, they will 
look significantly different 

than before.  
 The encouraging news is 

that consumer spending did 
increase 7% in 2020 from $3.78 

trillion to $4.04 trillion, with consumer 
spending driving about 70% of economic 

growth. Even though there was a lot of turmoil within 
some industries, Americans were still spending money, 
driving the economy forward. Hospitality (hotels/
restaurants) and some personal service industries 
were hit extremely hard last year, and I hope we will 
see them have a stronger year after year as these 
restrictions begin to ease.  
 How does all of this affect us in real estate?  
 There are more opportunities to be creative. There 
is no hiding that commercial real estate is shifting, 
and if mall owners/shopping center developers don’t 
shift with the market, then more and more malls and 
centers will become vacant, run down and put a drain 
on the surrounding property values.  
 If we can foster the creativity and new development 
ideas to shift away from the out-of-date “shopping 
experience,” we will continue to see property values 
increase and more opportunities for new businesses 
to open, which leads to more jobs, more consumer 
spending and a healthier economy. 

As you’re driving 
around on your market 

tours, start looking 
for the opportunities 

that would make for a 
good redevelopment 

opportunity.

E-commerce vs. brick and mortar: 
Shaping the future of retail 

(continued on page 36...)

David Tunnicliffe

Chair, Commercial 

Council

mailto:david%40aforealty.com?subject=
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How often do your clients ask for reliable and 
reputable contractors to work on the home you 
sold them or are helping them sell? How often 

do you look to HRRA’s Affiliates member list to see if you 
could refer those companies to your clients? 
 Many homeowners will start the spring cleaning 
and home renovation or update process soon. This 
could be the perfect time of year to touch 
base with any client or prospect and see 
how their spring is going. 
 First, go to the HRRA website 
and you can do a search at “Find 
an Affiliate” for an Affiliate 
member and/or the industry 
or type of business your client 
may need. You can also go to 
the affiliate membership list 
direct at: https://hrra.com/
affiliates/. You can search by 
category and by name.  
 Another way to learn more 
about HRRA’s Affiliates and connect 
with them? Take an hour and attend 
an upcoming Affiliates Council meeting. 
The group meets by Zoom on the second Friday 
of the month at 9:30 a.m. This council is led by chair 
Christie Woytowitz with loanDepot and vice chairs 
Courtney LaLonde with Tidewater Mortgage Services, 

Carrie Williams with Atlantic Bay Mortgage Group and 
Sheryll Pyle with 2-10 Home Buyers Warranty.  
 HRRA’s member Affiliates include everything from 
great mortgage companies to aid in refinancing and 
home purchases to those that do remodeling and even 
redecorating to make one’s new house a home. Our 

member insurance companies can help your clients 
to re-evaluate their homeowners’ insurance, 

perhaps saving them money.  
 There are also trusted 

appraisers to do pre-offer 
appraisals for buyers prior to 
writing offers in competing-
offer situations (and, of 
course, they do pre-listing 
appraisal, too). Additionally, 
pre-listing home inspections 
can help your future sellers 

in accessing condition and 
factoring in home repairs 

and future price and repair 
negotiations, and HRRA has 

Affiliates for that as well.  
 And let’s not forget our home warranty 

companies’ offerings, which could ease your sellers’ 
minds during the time of selling and then put buyers’ 
minds at ease at closing. And these types companies 
just scratch the surface. HRRA as a wide assortment 
of Affiliates, so visit “Find an Affiliate” to see the great 
diversity. 
 If you’re not a member of HRRA’s private Facebook 
group, be sure to find and join us there, and you can 
ask for your fellow REALTORS® for recommendations. 
(Make sure, though, to check HRRA’s website to verify 
their membership before passing along a referral.)  
   While you’re on the HRRA website, make sure 
to look at the bottom of the right-hand page of the 
home page and you’ll see a big, orange square that 
says “National Ad Campaign.” Click on that and go to 
the National Association of REALTORS® (NAR) That’s 
Who We R consumer awareness campaign. It educates 
consumers on the REALTOR® difference.  
 The campaign provides many social media and 
print media images for REALTORS® to use. If you’re 
a member of HRRA, you can and should use them to 
differentiate yourself! 

Dawn Miller

 

Chair, That’s Who We 

R Advisory Group

HRRA has a 
wide assortment 

of Affiliates, 
so visit “Find 

an Affiliate” to 
see the great 

diversity. 

Get to know our HRRA Affiliates, 
and don’t forget to make use of 
That’s Who We R campaign 

(continued on page 37...)
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Affiliate Spotlight: Taskativity  
 GET TO KNOW YOUR HRRA AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Name: Matt Smithson

Company: https://taskativity.com, hello@taskativity.com, 757-276-6022        

Year company established: 2020 HRRA Affiliate member since: 2020

Company specialties: Real estate transaction and listing coordination 

Why we joined HRRA: We want to connect and build relationships with REALTORS®, so it 
was a natural choice to join HRRA. 

Why we got into this business: Real estate is our passion, and we love helping agents thrive. 

Why we love doing what we do: It gives us an opportunity to help REALTORS® create a 
smooth hassle-free experience for home buyers and sellers. 

Our favorite HRRA event and why:  The Circle of Excellencesm because it's the culmination 
of all the hard work that REALTORS® put into their business each year. 

Best piece of advice to REALTORS®: Two is one, and one is none! In other words, if you 
haven't double checked it, it's as if you never checked it. 

The one thing we want REALTORS® to know about our industry is: There is a rapid shift 
to outsource transaction and listing coordination to companies specializing in these services rather than hiring internal employees. 
Agents and brokerages alike are looking for experience, continuity of operations, and high quality of service while at the same time 
reducing their human resources liabilities. 

HRRA’s Affiliate Spotlight is a monthly feature offering a closer look at the association’s Affiliate members. 

mailto:matt%40taskativity.com?subject=
https://taskativity.com
mailto:hello%40taskativity.com?subject=
https://taskativity.com
https://taskativity.com
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Jane Helgeson, 

NMLS #961332

 

Mortgage Banker, 

Atlantic Bay 

Mortgage Group

When it comes to the home shopping process, 
the best way to make our clients happy is 
to provide them with exactly what they’re 

looking for, want and need. As we know, in today’s 
market, this can be tricky.  
 As a real estate expert, your job is often centered 
on finding the perfect home, in the right location, 
within your client’s budget. When that’s 
hard to find, or low inventory is limiting 
available listings, a renovation loan 
may be the solution your clients 
didn’t know they needed. 
 Your clients can choose 
from a wider selection of 
properties, including fixer-
uppers and homes listed in 
“as-is” condition, with repairs 
ranging from cosmetic updates 
to major improvements. 
 First, let’s cover the basics 
of renovation loans. 
 Renovating a home can be an 
intimidating process if you aren’t aware 
of the ins and outs. Rest assured. Know 
that, with the right guidance and knowledge, the 
results are only rewarding. Renovation lending provides 
financing for the purchase or refinance of a client’s 
existing home, along with funds for renovation repairs, 
remodeling or energy improvements.  
 The benefits don’t stop here. This can all be done 
in one closing, before any renovations begin, while only 
involving a single set of fees and closing costs.  
 Next, let’s run through how renovation loans* can 
help you and your clients. 
•  The Fannie Mae Homestyle, and the Freddie 

Mac Choice renovation loans are ideal for 
your clients who want to make updates and 
repairs when purchasing a primary residence, 
second home, or an investment property.   
 With these financing solutions, your clients 
can make updates and repairs without spending a 
large amount of money upfront and out of pocket. 
The costs of repairs and remodeling can be factored 
into the home purchase, meaning one loan and one 
monthly mortgage payment. 

•  An FHA 203(k) loan may be a good option for 
your clients who are looking to rebuild their home 
or make a new one feel right for them. With a low 
down payment requirement, this option works well 
for first-time homebuyers.  

•  An energy-efficient mortgage (EEM) can help 
your clients finance cost-effective, energy-saving 

measures. They can reduce their energy 
consumption, lower their utility 

bills, and potentially increase the 
resale value of their home.         

     For example, I’ve worked 
with clients who were able to 
obtain new HVAC systems 
and add adequate insulation, 
and then roll the costs into 
the total loan amount. There 
are options for VA, FHA, and 

Conventional financing, but 
it’s important to note that these 

kinds of energy-specific repairs 
and upgrades vary by the house, 

loan type, and individual borrower. 
 When the perfect home isn’t on the 

market, renovation loans can help your clients 
achieve their homeownership dreams. It’s important to 
remember that whether a renovation loan makes sense 
is determined on a case-by-case basis. Leaning on a 
mortgage professional to advise on the best financing 
path to take is key. 
 Moving forward in the months to come, the way 
we can do best by our clients (or in any market) is 
through working together, focusing on transparent 
communication, sharing relevant industry insight, and 
educating them on their options.  
 The more we focus on teamwork, the more we can 
transform homebuyers into homeowners. 
 
*Other loan program restrictions may apply. Loan 
programs may change at any time with or without notice. 
Information deemed reliable but not guaranteed.   ⌂⌂

Working around low inventory, one 
home renovation loan at a time  

Renovation lending 
provides financing for  

the purchase or 
refinance of a client’s 
existing home, along 

with funds for renovation 
repairs, remodeling  

or energy  
improvements.
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*Call for details. Expires: 05/31/2021

$50o� Move In/Out Clean
or Initial Clean*

757-819-4941 • homecleanheroes.com/HRRA 

What makes us heroes?
• EPA-approved disinfectant
• Social distancing during service
• Wear protective masks
   & gloves

It’s that time of year where the days finally start 
getting longer and the temperatures warm up a bit. 
I don’t know about you, but I am so ready for spring 

blooms and sunny skies.  
 And with warmer temps and longer days, comes the 
inevitable spring cleaning. There’s something about the 
turn of a season that motivates us to clean house! 
 If the thought of shaking out the dust of those area 
rugs or getting into the nitty-gritty of your baseboards 
makes your heart skip a beat (or gives you a 
minor panic attack), read on for 10 steps 
to a tidier home.  
 These tips will help give the 
normally neglected areas of your 
home (both inside and out) new 
life! 
 These are your spring-
cleaning areas of focus: 
 Doormats: Freshen up 
those doormats! Hose off and 
air dry the ones that sit outside 
and give your inside doormats 
a good vacuum treatment. Or, 
splurge and get some new ones 
that haven’t already been faded by 
last year’s sunny days. Hero tip: To trap 
more dust, use two mats – one outside the 
door and one just on the inside. 
 Kitchen Sink: Other than giving your sink a good 
wipe down, clean the inside of it too! Put a few lemon 
rinds in the drain and run your garbage disposal. You’ll 
be shocked at the difference in odor. 
 Fridge: Remove everything from your refrigerator 
and give those shelves and doors a good wipe down. This 
is also a great opportunity to throw out any old or expired 
food/condiments.  
 Closet: Take out anything stained, in need of 
repair or just plain worn out. For remaining clothing, 
ask yourself, when was the last time you wore an item. 
This is a great opportunity to make a large donation to 
Goodwill or other similar charities. 

 Bookshelves: OK, let’s get real. When is the 
last time you thoroughly cleaned your bookshelves? 
Remove everything from the shelves and give it a good 
dusting. Hero tip: Go a step further and alphabetize or 
coordinate reads by color, genre, etc. – the ladies from 
“Home Edit” will love your system! 
        Ceilings: Get yourself an extendable duster 
and get to work on those ceiling moldings and ceiling 
fans! Bye-bye dust. Hero tip: Start at one corner of the 

room and work your way around rather than 
bouncing back and forth. 

 Microwave: The microwave 
is another place that easily gets 

neglected, likely because it’s 
usually kept closed. To get 
the inside of your microwave 
brand spanking new again, 
place a large microwave-safe 
bowl with 1 cup of water 
and a chopped-up lemon, 
lime, or orange or several 

tablespoons of vinegar inside. 
Turn the microwave on high for 

several minutes or until the 
solution boils and the window is 

steamy. Then, let it sit to cool for 15 
minutes before opening the door. Remove 

and wipe out the inside and outside with a sponge. 
Ta-da!  
 Shed or garage: It’s amazing the amount of stuff 
that can accumulate in these spaces, especially after the 
winter season! Just like your closet, remove anything 
that’s broken or worn out. And for the remaining items, 
determine what you can donate or trash! To go a step 
further, install some easy shelving so you can keep 
everything in view and organized. 
 Flower beds: Ugh, just writing this is making my 
back hurt. But let’s face it, it’s time to get out there and 
rid those beds of any unwelcome weeds, then put down 
some fresh mulch and some flowers and sit back and 
enjoy the view! Hero tip: Did you forget to prune your 
flowering shrubs? Don’t be tempted to do it now. They 
set their flower buds in autumn on last year's growth. 
If you prune them in fall or winter, you remove next 
spring's flower buds. 
 Patio furniture: With warm weather almost here, 
make sure your outdoor furniture is ready for lounging! 
Add a squirt of dish detergent to a bowl of warm water 
and then wipe down chairs and tables. For a final touch, 
give it a spray of water from your hose! 
 And voila! You’re that much closer to being ready for 
the season. Happy spring!  ⌂⌂

Kathy Turley

Director of Marketing, 

Home Clean Heroes

These tips 
will help give 
the normally 

neglected areas 
of your home 

(both inside and 
out) new life! 

10 tips to a tidier home
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Small businesses, including real estate companies, 
will soon face new reporting requirements to 
the federal government for the formation or 

continuation of their companies.  
 Almost 2 million corporations and limited liability 
companies (LLCs) are formed under the laws of the 50 
states each year, and Congress has determined 
that the states do not require enough 
information about the beneficial 
owners of the corporations and 
limited liability companies 
formed under their laws.  
 That lack of information 
allows criminals to hide their 
identities when forming 
corporations or LLCs and 
use those corporations or 
companies to commit crimes, 
including terrorism, drug 
and human trafficking, money 
laundering and financial fraud.  
 According to Congress, in 
order to reduce the vulnerability of the 
United States to such wrongdoing and “set 
a clear, universal standard for state incorporation 
practices,” among other goals, federal legislation was 
needed to require the collection of beneficial ownership 
information for the corporations and LLCs being formed 
in the states. That federal legislation is the Corporate 
Transparency Act (CTA), embedded within the National 
Defense Authorization Act of 2021, which took effect on 
Jan. 1, 2021.  
 Under the CTA, each applicant seeking to form a 
corporation or limited liability company (“Entity” for 
these purposes) under the laws of any state must file a 
report with the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 
(FinCEN) of the Treasury Department containing a list 
of the beneficial owners of the Entity and identifying 
each beneficial owner by full legal name, date of birth, 
current residential or business street address, and 
unique identifying number from a non-expired U.S. 
passport, a non-expired personal identification card, or 
a non-expired driver’s license issued by a state.  
 In addition, if the applicant forming the Entity is 
not a beneficial owner of that Entity, the applicant must 

provide all of the foregoing information with respect to 
himself or herself.  
 The requirement to supply beneficial owner 
information does not end with the formation of the 
Entity. The CTA requires each Entity to submit to 
FinCEN an annual filing listing the current beneficial 

owners of the Entity with the four identifying 
factors set forth above as well as any 

changes in the beneficial owners of the 
Entity during the previous year. 

The CTA also gives the Secretary 
of the Treasury the authority 
to publish rules prescribing 
a different (presumably 
shorter) period for updating 
the list of beneficial owners of 
each Entity. 
  Because the CTA 

focuses primarily on the 
identification of beneficial 

owners, it provides a definition 
of the term “beneficial owner.” A 

beneficial owner means a natural person 
who, directly or indirectly, through any 

contract, arrangement, understanding, relationship 
or otherwise 1) exercises substantial control over the 
Entity; 2) owns 25% or more of the equity interest in the 
Entity; or 3) receives substantial economic benefits from 
the assets of the Entity.  
 The CTA leaves it up to the Secretary of the 
Treasury to establish what constitutes “substantial 
economic benefits” from the assets of the Entity. The act 
also expressly excludes some parties from the definition 
of beneficial owner, including minor children, a person 
who is only interested in the Entity through a right of 
inheritance or a creditor of the Entity.  
 Other exclusions from the disclosure requirement 
come from the definition of the terms “corporation” and 
“limited liability company” in the CTA. The act lists 18 
types of businesses that do not qualify as corporations or 
limited liability companies for purposes of the CTA.  
 Of those, probably the most sweeping is the exclusion 
of any business that 1) employs more than 20 employees 
on a full-time basis in the United States; 2) files income 
tax returns in the United States demonstrating more 

John Faber, Esq.

Williams Mullen

REALTORS® who  
own or plan to own 

interests in corporations 
or LLCs should be on 
the lookout for these 
new CTA forms and 
regulations from the 

Department of 
 Treasury.  

How the Corporate Transparency 
Act may affect you 

(continued on page 37)
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Having the right retirement plan is vitally 
important to independent contractors (aka 
1099 employees). It could mean the difference 

between meeting your retirement goals or not, or it 
could also be the difference between paying too much in 
taxes or not. 
 So, what questions should we ask ourselves 
before choosing a retirement plan? They 
are: 
•  How much do I need to save? 
•  How much would I contribute 

if I can do more? 
•  What are my options to 

access the money with or 
without penalty?  

 Let’s take a look at each of 
these questions one at a time.  
 How much do I need to 
save? This question is usually 
answered by backing into a 
number.  
 I believe that you should start 
with how much income you would like 
to have in retirement. Do you want to live on 
$50,000 a year, or do you need to have $150,000? It 
really depends on you and your retirement lifestyle goal.  
 Once you’ve determined the amount you want 
to spend, you evaluate your income sources: Social 
Security, any pensions, any rental income etc. If there is 
a gap between your income sources and retirement goal, 
you’ll have to save money into a retirement account to 
fill it.  
 How much do you need to save? Divide the income 
gap by 4 percent.  
 For example, if I wanted a $75,000 retirement 
income and I have $50,000 in existing sources, my gap 
is $25,000. That means the amount I need to save is 
calculated as $25,000/.04=$625,000. This is the amount 
of money I should have in a retirement by my retirement 
date in order to achieve the income goal I was hoping for.  
 Keep in mind this is purely back-of-the-napkin 
math and meant to illustrate the process. To calculate 
the real number properly, you’ll need to run a financial 
plan that assumes various rates of returns, inflation 
variables and probability analysis. But, for the purposes 
of this article, the goal of $625,000 will do.  

 Now that I have an estimate of how much money I 
need to have at retirement, utilizing the example above 
I will need to calculate how much money I need to save 
every year to meet this target by retirement. Unfortu-
nately, I can’t just estimate the deposit by dividing the 
total figure of $625,000 by the number of years until 

retirement. That may give an overstated deposit 
requirement because it doesn’t account for 

potential growth.  
 However, a simple time value 

of money calculation does. These 
calculators can easily be found 
online. For example, if I use 
the goal above of $625,000 and 
have 20 years until retirement 
and expect a hypothetical rate 
of return of 7 percent (source: 
https://www.calculatorsoup.

com/calculators/financial/
future-value-calculator.php) 

on investment, I need to save 
approximately $15,300 a year. This 

is the amount we have to save to fill in 
the gap.  

 So, let’s consider the next question, how much 
would I save if I could?  
 The benefit of tax-deductible contributions to a 
retirement account offers a real opportunity to save 
money on our tax bill.  
 Contributions to a tax-deferred retirement account 
are deducted from income in the year we make the 
contribution. Thus, it makes sense to make a larger 
contribution if one can afford it.  
 For example, if I earn $100,000 annually and save 
$20,000 to a retirement account, I only have to claim 
$80,000 in income when I do my taxes for that year. 
While it is understood that I will have to pay taxes 
on this amount and any earnings when I eventually 
withdraw it from the tax deferred account, isn’t that the 
point?  
 Deferring income means one avoids paying taxes on 
it now to push it into future years. When we couple that 
concept with the realization that different retirement 
plans have different deferral limits, we realize just how 
important picking the right retirement plan can be.  

Christopher H. Russi, 

CRPS 

Morgan Stanley

While an  
emergency cash  
reserve should be  

kept at a savings account  
or something safe and 
liquid, you should also 

know the rules associated 
with getting money from 

your retirement  
account. 

Saving some green: the right 
retirement plan for you
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When a pipe bursts, a drain backs up or a flood 
occurs in your home, it can be hard to see 
past the mess. A million questions will run 

through your mind. 
 There is no doubt about it. Water damage is 
extremely stressful, and the more you know about it, the 
better you will be able to decide how to address it.  
 Here are five things that every 
homeowner needs to know about water 
damage. 
 There are different insurance 
policies for flood damage and 
water damage. 
 You might think that 
water is water, whether it 
is from flooding or a burst 
pipe, but flood damage is not 
covered under homeowner’s 
insurance. If you live in 
an area likely to experience 
flooding, you will probably 
already have a separate policy 
through the National Flood Insurance 
Policy (NFIP).  
 When you report the claim to the insurance 
company, make sure to specify whether the claim is for 
water damage or for flood damage, so they can begin 
adjusting your claim correctly. 
 Not all water damage is covered by your insurance. 
 It is a good idea to look over your insurance policy 
and familiarize yourself with any exclusion to your 
water damage coverage. For instance, most policies 
cover sudden damage, like water damage from a really 
bad storm or from an overflowing washing machine.  
 On the other hand, any water damage that happens 
because you didn’t maintain the property may be 
excluded, as well as gradual leaks that caused water 
damage over time. 
 Once water damage has happened, the clock is 
ticking before it gets worse. 
 When your property has been water damaged, you 
don’t have the luxury of waiting around for a convenient 
time to start the cleanup. Secondary damage from mold 
growth can present serious health risks associated with 
mold in the living environment. 

 Mold spores are everywhere, but they need moisture 
and a nutrient source to grow. And that is exactly what 
your wet carpet or drywall offers. 
 To prevent mold growth, you will need to get your 
property completely dry again within that 24- to 48-hour 
window. To do this, you will need to contact a company 

that specializes in water damage restoration and 
emergency water extraction.  

 They will have the professional water 
removal equipment and drying 

equipment to get the job done 
as quickly as possible. Many 
have 24-hour a day emergency 
hotline, so you can start 
recovering your property 
almost immediately. 
   Your insurance company 
needs to know right away. 

    It is a good idea to call your 
insurance company right away 

when you discover water damage. 
Your insurance agent can start the 

claims process immediately, as well as 
guide you through the first steps you will 

need to take to protect your property from more 
damage, like stopping the source of the water at the 
main water turnoff. 
 The pollution level of the water is important. 
 Water damage is categorized as one of three levels 
by how polluted the water source was that caused the 
damage. 
 Category 1: Water from a clean water source, like 
a freshwater line for a dishwasher. This water will not 
cause illness or any ill effects. 
 Category 2: Water that may cause illness through 
contact. It may have bacteria in it. 
 Category 3: Category 3 water damage, aka “black 
water” damage, is the most extreme kind of water 
damage and requires swift action to mitigate serious 
health risks. Black water includes sewage, rising flood 
waters, seawater, and river and ground water.  
 When Category 3 water damage occurs, many 
items and materials will need to be removed from your 
property, and after drying has occurred your home will 
need to undergo significant disinfecting. 

Angela Meyer 

 

SERVPRO of  

Virginia Beach

Water damage is 
extremely stressful, 
and the more you 
know about it, the 
better you will be 

able to decide how 
to address it. 

5 things to know about water 
damage 
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 Even though water may start out as Category 1, that 
doesn’t mean it will stay that way. Any contamination that the 
water touches, such as dirty carpeting or soil from the ground, 
can change water damage Category to 2 or even Category 3. 
And since standing breeds bacteria, the longer the water is 
around, the worse the contamination of your property. 
 More contamination can mean that the restoration 
team will have to use more aggressive measures to clean 

your structure and property, and it might mean that soft 
furnishings, like your carpet and the carpet pad, may have to 
be discarded for your safety. 
 Water damage can be dangerous and expensive, 
so preventing water damage is an important part of home 
maintenance. But if you know the basics of what to do once it 
happens, you can prevent it from doing its worst.   ⌂⌂

 For example, if I only had a Traditional 
IRA and I was over age 50, in 2021 I could 
only contribute up to the IRA limit of $7,000. 
But if I had a Self Employed Pension 
(SEP), it would allow me up to contribute 
the lesser of 25 percent of compensation 
or the maximum contribution of $57,000. 
Therefore, with a $100,000 net income I 
could fund up to $25,000.  
 This contribution is more than my 
previously calculated target funding goal 
of $15,000, but that’s OK since what I 
contribute to the plan helps me save in taxes 
(source: https://advisor.morganstanley.com/
the-pierson-russi-group/documents/field/p/
pi/pierson-russi-group/ChoosingaRetireme
ntPlanforyourBusiness-Jan2020.pdf). 
 What if I was looking for even larger 
contributions? I might want to consider 
the Individual 401(k) plan or perhaps an 
Individual Defined Benefit Plan. While 
the Individual 401(k) plan has the same 
contribution maximum as the SEP, it offers 
two contribution types: salary deferral 
and a profit share contribution that help 
participants fund larger sums at lower 
income levels.  
 Whereas the Defined Benefit plan 
calculates one’s contribution based on 
an actuarial life expectancy and a target 
income benefit, the contributions to a 
Defined Benefit plan can be substantial.  
 In my experience, participants were 
able to contribute up to $200,000 a year in 
some cases.  
 Your situation is unique, but if you are 
looking to shelter from income tax, it might 
be worth having the conversation with your 
tax preparer to determine if any of these 

options are right for you. 
 Getting access to your money is very 
important for independent contractors. 
In fact, the first piece of advice I give 
independent contractors when doing a 
financial plan is to establish an emergency 
cash reserve to take care of expenses if 
business slumps or there’s an emergency.  
 While an emergency cash reserve 
should be kept at a savings account or 
something safe and liquid, you should also 
know the rules associated with getting 
money from your retirement account. While 
retirement accounts aren’t meant 
to be piggy banks, different 
account types have 
different rules about 
how to access funds 
in an emergency.  
 For example, 
the traditional 
IRA has a 10 
percent penalty 
on top of the 
normal income 
tax if you take a 
distribution before 
age 59.5. Over age 59.5, 
clients have access to their 
accounts without a penalty 
but they still have to pay income 
taxes on the distribution. There are other 
exceptions that can help an independent 
contractor withdrawal money from their 
retirement account and avoid penalties, 
but there are none that will also help them 
avoid the taxes.  
 These rules are generally true 
for retirement accounts available to 

independent contractors with the one 
exception of the individual 401(k) plan. The 
Indi-K plan is the only account that offers a 
loan. You are able to borrow up to 50 percent 
of the account value up to a maximum of 
$50,000. The interest you pay on the loan 
is paid back to your 401(k) account making 
it one of the least cost options to borrow 
money.  
 Be advised, if the loan is not paid back 
you will be taxed on the amount of the loan 
plus interest and penalty tax and there are 
other rules associated with the loan. But 

having the loan as an option 
may be meaningful to those 

looking to gain access 
to their retirement 

account in a pinch.  
  Considering 
a loan is an 
i m p o r t a n t 
decision, it 
should be 
discussed with 
your CPA and 

financial advisor.  
  Choosing the right 

retirement account 
is extremely important 

for independent contractors. 
The wrong retirement plan could 

restrict contributes and hinder your retire-
ment savings, costing your taxes and limit-
ing your access in an emergency.  
 So, what is the best plan for you? It 
starts by answering the three questions 
and designing a plan that makes sense for 
you. ⌂⌂

While an emergency  
cash reserve should be 

kept at a savings account 
or something safe and 
liquid, you should also 

know the rules associated 
with getting money  
from your retirement 

account. 

(Saving some green: the right retirement plan for you, continued from page 31)
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Designing and building an energy-efficient home 
that conforms to the many considerations faced 
by home builders can be a challenge. However, 

any house style can be made to require relatively minimal 
amounts of energy to heat and cool and be comfortable.  
 It's easier now to get your architect and builder to 
use improved designs and construction methods. Even 
though there are many different design options available, 
they all have several things in common: a high R-value; 
a tightly sealed thermal envelope; controlled ventilation; 
and lower heating and cooling bills. 
 Some designs are more expensive to build than others, 
but none of them needs to be extremely expensive to 
construct. Recent technological improvements in building 
components and construction techniques, and heating, 
ventilation, and cooling (HVAC) systems, allow most 
modern energy-saving ideas to be seamlessly integrated 
into any type of house design without sacrificing comfort, 
health or aesthetics.  
 The following is a discussion of the major elements of 
energy-efficient home design and construction systems. 
 The thermal envelope A "thermal envelope" is 
everything about the house that serves to shield the 
living space from the outdoors. It includes the wall and 
roof assemblies, insulation, windows, doors, finishes, 
weather-stripping, and air/vapor-retarders. Specific 
items to consider in these areas are described below. 
  Wall and roof assemblies There are several 
alternatives to the conventional "stick" (wood-stud) 
framed wall and roof construction now available, and 
they're growing in popularity. They include: 
• Optimum Value Engineering (OVE): This is a method 

of using wood only where it does the most work, thus 
reducing costly wood use and saving space for insulation. 
However, workmanship must be of the highest order 
since, there is very little room for construction errors. 

• Structural Insulated Panels (SIP): These are generally 
plywood or oriented strand board (OSB) sheets 
laminated to a core of foam board. The foam may be 
4 to 8 inches thick. Since the SIP acts as both the 
framing and the insulation, construction is much faster 
than OVE or its older counterpart, "stick-framing." The 
quality of construction is often superior, too, since there 
are fewer places for workers to make mistakes. 

• Insulating Concrete Forms (ICF): These often consist of 
two layers of extruded foam board (one inside the house 
and one outside the house) that act as the form for a 
steel-reinforced concrete center. This is the fastest and 
least likely technique to have construction mistakes. 
Such buildings are also very strong and easily exceed 
code requirements for tornado- and hurricane-prone 
areas.  

 

Insulation An energy-efficient house has much higher 
insulation R-values than required by most local building 
codes. For example, a typical house in New York state 
might contain haphazardly installed R-11 fiberglass 
insulation in the exterior walls and R-19 in the ceiling, 
while the floors and foundation walls may not be 
insulated at all.  
 A similar but well-designed and constructed house's 
insulation levels would be in the range of R-20 to R-30 
in the walls (including the foundation) and R-50 and  
R-70 in the ceilings. Carefully applied fiberglass batt or 
roll, wet-spray cellulose, or foam insulation will fill wall 
cavities completely. 
  Air/vapor retarders These are two things that 
sometimes can do the same job. How to design and install 
them depends a great deal on the climate and what 
method of construction is chosen. No matter where you 
are building, water-vapor condensation is a major threat 
to the structure of a house.  
 In cold climates, pressure differences can drive 
warm, moist indoor air into exterior walls and attics. It 
condenses as it cools. The same can be said for southern 
climates, just in reverse. As the humid outdoor air enters 
the walls to find cooler wall cavities, it condenses into 
liquid water. This is the main reason that some of the old 
buildings in the South that have been retrofitted with air 
conditioners now have mold and rotten wood problems. 
 Regardless of your climate, it is important to 
minimize water vapor migration by using a carefully 
designed thermal envelope and sound construction 
practices. Any water vapor that does manage to get into 
the walls or attics must be allowed to get out again. Some 
construction methods and climates lend themselves to 
allowing the vapor to flow towards the outdoors.  
 Others are better suited to letting it flow towards 
the interior so that the house ventilation system can deal 
with it. 
 The "airtight drywall approach" and the "simple CS" 
system are other methods to control air and water-vapor 
movement in a residential building. These systems rely 
on the nearly airtight installation of sheet materials, 
such as drywall and gypsum board, on the interior as 
the main barrier, and carefully sealed foam board and/or 
plywood on the exterior. 
 

John Burke
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options available, they 

all have several things in 
common: a high R-value; 
a tightly sealed thermal 

envelope; controlled 
ventilation; and lower 
heating and cooling 

bills.

Elements of an energy 
-efficient house 

(continued on next page...)

mailto:John.burke%40housemaster.com?subject=
http://www.hamptonroads.housemaster.com
http://www.hamptonroads.housemaster.com
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Foundations and slabs Foundation walls 
and slabs should be at least as well-insulated 
as the living space walls. Uninsulated 
foundations have a negative impact on home 
energy use and comfort, especially if the 
family uses the lower parts of the house as 
living space.  
 Also, appliances that supply heat as a by-
product, such as domestic hot water heaters, 
washers, dryers and freezers, are often located 
in basements. By carefully insulating the 
foundation walls and floor of the basement, 
these appliances can assist in the heating of 
the house. 
  Windows The typical home loses over 
25% of its heat through windows. Since even 
modern windows insulate less than a wall, in 
general, an energy-efficient home in heating-
dominated climates should have few windows 
on the north, east and west exposures.  
 A rule-of-thumb is that window area 
should not exceed 8% to 9% of the floor area, 
unless your designer is experienced in passive 
solar techniques. If this is the case, then 
increasing window area on the southern side 
of the house to about 12% of the floor area is 
recommended. In cooling-dominated climates, 
it's important to select east-, west- and south-
facing windows with low solar heat-gain 
coefficients (these block solar heat gain).  
 A properly designed roof overhang for 
south-facing windows is important to avoid 
overheating in the summer in most areas of 
the continental United States. At the very 
least, Energy Star-rated windows (or their 
equivalents) should be specified according to 
the Energy Star Regional Climatic Guidelines. 
 In general, the best-sealing windows 
are awning and casement styles, since these 
often close tighter than sliding types. Metal 
window frames should be avoided, especially 
in cold climates. Always seal the wall air/
vapor diffusion-retarder tightly around the 
edges of the window frame to prevent air and 
water vapor from entering the wall cavities. 
  Air sealing A well-constructed thermal 
envelope requires that insulating and sealing 
be precise and thorough. Sealing air leaks 
everywhere in the thermal envelope reduces 
energy loss significantly. Good air-sealing 
alone may reduce utility costs by as much 
as 50% when compared to other houses of 
the same type and age. Homes built in this 
way are so energy-efficient that specifying 
the correct sizing heating/cooling system can 
be tricky. Rules-of-thumb system-sizing is 
often inaccurate, resulting in oversizing and 
wasteful operation. 
 Controlled ventilation Since an 
energy-efficient home is tightly sealed, it's also 
important and fairly simple to deliberately 
ventilate the building in a controlled way. 
Controlled, mechanical ventilation of the 

building reduces air moisture infiltration 
and thus the health risks from indoor air 
pollutants. This also promotes a more 
comfortable atmosphere and reduces the 
likelihood of structural damage from excessive 
moisture accumulation.  
 A carefully engineered ventilation sys-
tem is important for other reasons, too. Since 
devices such as furnaces, water heaters, 
clothes dryers, and bathroom and kitchen 
exhaust fans exhaust air from the house, it's 
easier to depressurize a tight house, if all else 
is ignored. Natural-draft appliances, such as 
water heaters, wood stoves and furnaces may 
be "back-drafted" by exhaust fans, which can 
lead to a lethal build-up of toxic gases in the 
house.  
 For this reason, it's a good idea to only 
use "sealed-combustion" heating appliances 
wherever possible and provide make-up air 
for all other appliances that can pull air out of 
the building.  
 Heat-recovery ventilators (HRV) or ener-
gy-recovery ventilators (ERV) are growing in 
use for controlled ventilation in tight homes. 
These devices salvage about 80% of the ener-
gy from the stale exhaust air, and then deliver 
that energy to the entering fresh air by way 
of a heat exchanger inside the device. They 
are generally attached to the central forced-
air system, but they may have their own duct 
system. 
 Other ventilation devices, such as 
through-the-wall and/or "trickle" vents may 
be used in conjunction with an exhaust fan. 
They are, however, more expensive to operate 
and possibly more uncomfortable to use, since 
they have no energy-recovery features to pre-
condition the incoming air.  
 Uncomfortable incoming air can be a 
serious problem if the house is in a northern 
climate, and it can create moisture problems 
in humid climates. This sort of ventilation 
strategy is recommended only for very mild to 
low-humidity climates. 
 Heating and cooling requirements  
Houses incorporating the above elements 
should require relatively small heating 
systems (typically, less than 50,000 BTUs per 
hour, even for very cold climates). Some have 
nothing more than sunshine as the primary 
source of heat energy.  
 Common choices for auxiliary heating 
include radiant in-floor heating from a 
standard gas-fired water heater, a small 
boiler, furnace, or electric heat pump. 
Also, any common appliance that gives off 
"waste" heat can contribute significantly to 
the heating requirements for such houses. 
Masonry, pellet and wood stoves are also 
options, but they must be operated carefully 
to avoid back-drafting.  
 If an air conditioner is required, a small 

(6,000 BTUs per hour) unit can be sufficient. 
Some designs use only a large fan and the 
cooler evening air to cool down the house. In 
the morning, the house is closed up and it 
stays comfortable until the next evening. 
 Beginning a project Houses incor-
porating the above features have many ad-
vantages. They feel more comfortable, since 
the additional insulation keeps the interior 
wall temperatures more stable. The indoor 
humidity is better controlled, and drafts are 
reduced. A tightly sealed air/vapor retarder 
reduces the likelihood of moisture and air 
seeping through the walls. Such houses are 
also very quiet because of the extra insula-
tion and tight construction. 
 There are some potential drawbacks. 
They may cost more and take longer to build 
than a conventional home, especially if your 
builder and the contractors are not familiar 
with these energy-saving features. Even 
though the structure may differ only slightly 
from a conventional home, your builder and 
the contractors may be unwilling to deviate 
from what they've always done before. They 
may need education and training if they have 
no experience with these systems. Because 
some systems have thicker walls than a 
typical home, they may require a larger 
foundation to provide the same floor space. 
 Before beginning a home-building proj-
ect, carefully evaluate the site and its climate 
to determine the optimum design and ori-
entation. You may want to take the time to 
learn how to use some of the energy-related 
software programs that are available to assist 
you.   
 Prepare a design that accommodates 
appropriate insulation levels, moisture 
dynamics, and aesthetics. Decisions regarding 
appropriate windows, doors, and HVAC 
appliances are central to an efficient design. 
Also, evaluate the cost, ease of construction, 
the builder's limitations, and building code-
compliance. Some schemes are simple to 
construct, while others can be extremely 
complex and thus more expensive. 
 An increasing number of builders are 
participating in the federal government's 
Building America and Energy Star Homes 
Programs, which promote energy-efficient 
houses. Many builders participate so that 
they can differentiate themselves from their 
competitors. Construction costs can vary 
significantly, depending on the materials, 
construction techniques, contractor profit 
margin, experience and the type of HVAC 
chosen.  
 However, the biggest benefits from 
designing and building an energy-efficient 
home are its superior comfort level and lower 
operating costs. This relates directly to an 
increase in its real-estate market value.   ⌂⌂

(continued from previous page)
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(E-commerce vs. brick and mortar: Shaping the future of retail, continued from page 25)

 As I left Richmond at the end of the weekend, it left me 
wondering, what can I do to help my parents? What can I do to help 
neighbors in my own community who are facing similar spiritual 
challenges due to the change in the way we live our lives? What can 
we do, as an industry, to lift our neighbors up at a time when many 
are reaching their breaking points with the necessity for isolation?  
 As professionals involved in the real estate industry, we more than 
most spend our time connecting with members of the communities 
around us. We are out there every day helping our neighbors sell 
their homes (not as many lately as we’d all like, I know), and we are 
playing matchmakers for home buyers looking to fall in love with the 
next home of their dreams (and hopefully an amazing interest rate).  
 This continued involvement in our communities means we also 
have the opportunities to connect with others who aren’t in the 
buying or selling process.  

 We have opportunities to do small things that can have 
meaningful, lasting impacts at a time when many around us 
long for human connection. Maybe it’s sending out postcards to 
neighborhoods, inviting them to join an online community, Facebook 
group or email newsletter to stay connected and interact.  
 Maybe it’s doing some sort of cost-effective pop-by, like cheap 
packets of seeds with a note encouraging them to look forward to 
the good weather ahead and reminding them that new life and new 
growth is coming soon. Whatever the case may be, now more than 
ever it’s important to reach out and connect to those around us to let 
them know they aren’t alone, that we’re still in this together and that 
change is coming soon. ⌂⌂

selective rule enforcement. The more they 
do, the more distrust the residents have for 
the board members. 
Fulfillment of fiduciary duties  
 Board members must always put the 
residents of the community and their best 
interests first. BOD cannot make decisions 
to further their personal interests. There is 
no place for a member with a hidden agenda 
or who is motivated for the wrong reasons.  
 The three fiduciary responsibilities of 
all board members, as mandated by state 
and local laws, are the duty of care, duty 

of loyalty and the duty of obedience. It is 
important that all members understand 
their obligations.  
Community involvement, engagement 
 An active community tends to be a 
happy community. Successful associations 
consist of active residents and member 
committees with distinct goals and projects. 
Both BOD and residents working together 
to better the community deems a community 
successful.  
 Communities with associations are 
designed to create pleasant living spaces 

and to protect the property values within 
the community. It is important to keep in 
mind the best interest of everyone in the 
community.  
 Successful associations take each of 
these qualities into consideration while 
also displaying a strong code of ethics. 
Board members are volunteers with 
responsibilities, and they must always 
remember that it can take a great deal of 
time and work. It’s much more than just 
luck. ⌂⌂

 As you’re driving around on your market 
tours, start looking for the opportunities 
that would make for a good redevelopment 
opportunity. As you’re talking with other 
agents, discuss areas that are prime for 
“new life.”  
 There are developers and investors who 
have the capabilities and resources to utilize 
the grants/programs that local, state and 
national agencies are providing, to redevelop 
centers, or even just update the exterior that 
will bring in more traffic.  
 Be on the lookout and talk with smaller, 
“mom-and-pop” landlords to see how they 
managed with their tenants last year and 

see how you can be a resource to them. Set 
them up with lenders and other investors, or 
you may even need to show them the benefit 
of selling so they don’t hurt their financial 
future.  
 Some conversations are hard to have, 
but need to be had, to help people continue to 
grow. While shopping trends have changed, 
our job as REALTORs continues to be the 
resource and biggest asset to our clients.  
 Knowing the market and what the 
residents of a community need will drive the 
next developments. Get to know what your 
community needs, garner the interest and 
together we can find more opportunities to 

add value and bring change to continue to 
transform Hampton Roads for generations to 
come.  
 If you’d like to stay up to date with 
commercial real estate within the Hampton 
Roads market, go over to Facebook and join 
the new HRRA Commercial Real Estate 
Group, where we will share client needs, 
other resources and ideas on how to continue 
to grow the local economy.  
 Please reach out to David Tunnicliffe 
at 757-580-2991 david@aforealty.com 
or Rob Waring at 757-438-3591 rob@
beachsouthrealty.com for any questions you 
might have. ⌂⌂

(Beyond the deals, continued from page 22)

(Community associations need more than luck to be successful, continued from page 23)

https://www.facebook.com/groups/425209672053121/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/425209672053121/
mailto:david%40aforealty.com?subject=
mailto:rob%40beachsouthrealty.com?subject=
mailto:rob%40beachsouthrealty.com?subject=
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than $5 million in gross receipts or sales; and 3) has an operating 
presence at a physical office within the United States. Those 
limitations mean that the disclosure requirements of the CTA will 
apply primarily to small businesses.  
 The CTA becomes effective as to new Entities upon its adoption, 
and as to pre-existing Entities two years after the issuance of 
final regulations by the Treasury Department. Any person who 
knowingly provides or attempts to provide false or fraudulent 
beneficial ownership information, including a false or fraudulent 
identifying photograph, to FinCEN or who willfully fails to provide 
complete or updated beneficial ownership information to FinCEN 
may be liable to the United States for a civil penalty of up to 
$10,000, may be fined under the relevant criminal statutes and 
may be imprisoned for not more than three years.  
 Finally, the CTA requires each state in which an Entity is 
formed to notify the applicant of the beneficial owner disclosure 
requirements. That means that, in addition to this new federal 
form that small businesses must file, their initial formation 
documents or their annual reports and registrations with the state 
may change as well.  
 REALTORS® who own or plan to own interests in corporations 
or LLCs should be on the lookout for these new CTA forms and 
regulations from the Department of Treasury.  demonstrating 
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beneficial ownership information, including a false or fraudulent 
identifying photograph, to FinCEN or who willfully fails to provide 
complete or updated beneficial ownership information to FinCEN 
may be liable to the United States for a civil penalty of up to 
$10,000, may be fined under the relevant criminal statutes and 
may be imprisoned for not more than three years.  
 Finally, the CTA requires each state in which an Entity is 
formed to notify the applicant of the beneficial owner disclosure 
requirements. That means that, in addition to this new federal 
form that small businesses must file, their initial formation 
documents or their annual reports and registrations with the state 
may change as well.  
 REALTORS® who own or plan to own interests in corporations 
or LLCs should be on the lookout for these new CTA forms and 
regulations from the Department of Treasury. ⌂⌂

R E A L TO R S ®  
CO M M I T M E N T  

TO  E XC E L L E N C E

Ready to rock? C2EX can help you 
take it to the next level.  
Amp up your career at C2EX.realtor

 A perfect example of the one featured here, 
which REALTOR® members can use with the 
suggested copy of: "Life looks different these days, 
but the expertise REALTORS® have has not changed. 
We have the same dedication to connect with 
clients and continue to find new ways to share our 
expertise. So, if you have questions, Look for the R. 
#ThatsWhoWeR757 "
 When posting on social media, be sure to use our 
local hashtag, #ThatsWhoWeR757! 
 Fellow REALTORS® (and our great Affiliate 
members, too), YOUR expertise matters! 
 Have a great month. Reach out and let us know 
you’re using the national ad campaign to differentiate 
yourself in this market.  ⌂⌂

(That’s Who We R, continued from page 26)

(Legal corner, continued from page 30)

Education, virtual networking and more in 2021.
Zoom with us! Learn more at HRRA.com 

 https://www.c2ex.realtor/
HRRA.com
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ALPHA COLLEGE  
SECOND-QUARTER  
CLASS SCHEDULE

Alpha College of Real Estate has released a full 
schedule of classes for Second-Quarter 2021!  
Register today by call Alpha at 757-427-1740.
 
The upcoming classes include: 

• Principles of Real Estate 3-Week Classes (Chesapeake campus;  
student attends Monday-Friday)
April 5 to 26 9 a.m.-1:15 p.m. or 6:15-10:30 p.m.
May 3 to 24; AM and PM sessions are the same as above
June 8 to July 27; AM and PM sessions are the same as above 

• 8-Week Principles of Real Estate (Virginia Beach campus)
June 8 to July 27, Tuesday and Thursday only, from 6:15-10:30 p.m.
The cost for Principles classes is $350 plus $47.70 for the 
textbook. *Students who take Principles and are recommended  
by an agent receive $10 off their book. 

• Broker Licensing Brokerage Class (virtual)
March 1 to 5 and 8
Students will need to visit the Chesapeake office to purchase  
book and study materials. The cost is $250 for each Broker 
Licensing module. 

• Continuing Education:
April 8: 8-Hour Broker Management with 2 Hours Broker 
Supervision, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., $60
April 20: 8-Hour Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate Pitfalls  
and 4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each
April 27 8-Hour Required Topics, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., $60
May 18: 8-Hour Required Topics, 8 a.m.-5 pm., $60
May 20: 8 Hours Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate Pitfalls  
and 4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each
June 20: Related Topics (4 Hours Real Estate Pitfalls and  
4 Hours Contract Pitfalls), $30 each
June 24: 8-Hour Required Topics, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., $60

• Post-Licensing:
June 14, 15, 16, 17, 18; $295 with Ethics class, $265 without Ethics 
class. Times will vary from day to day; students will need to call 
office if they don’t need the full week of classes.

Alpha has configured its classrooms for more space between 
students. Students should continue to social distance and wear a 
mask while in the building. Sanitizing stations are available in the 
classrooms and elsewhere.
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Welcome, New HRRA Members!

Active REALTORS®: 3,885

REALTOR® Life:  38

REALTOR® Emeritus: 103

Affiliate Members: 747

Principal Firms: 211

Branch Offices: 48

HRRA MEMBERSHIP AS OF JAN 31, 2021

PROSPECTIVE REALTOR® MEMBERS
Elyssa Abel  Realty One Group Momentum 
Miriam Almonte  Keller Williams Realty 
Cuprice Anthony-Cox  Keller Williams Town Center 
Lindsay Bagne  Creed Realty 
Keith Ballentine  Keller Williams Town Center 
Samantha Banks  RE/MAX Central 
Natalie Barrera District Real Estate 
Tanya Baughman  James & Lee Realty 
Jeffrey R. Bucher  Keller Williams Town Center 
Danielle Boughey  Iron Valley Real Estate 
Lawrence Oliver Browning  Coldwell Banker 
Christopher Caddy  Howard Hanna Real Estate Services 
Jennifer Cardona  The Bryant Group Real Estate Professionals 
Jane Cargill  Long & Foster Real Estate 
Marissa Carrasquillo  Keller Williams Town Center 
Jacklyn Cartin  Rose & Womble  
Michael Center  Keller Williams 
Iss G Chavez  Keller Williams Town Center 
Lakeesha Michelle Cotton  Homes by Angelia Realty Company 
Katherine Crabbs  Keller Williams Town Center 
Myles Davenport  Keller Williams Town Center 
Stephanie DeLeo  RE/MAX Alliance 
Mattia Douglass  Keller Williams Town Center 
Monika Doyle  EXP Realty 
Rhonda Erwin  Keller Williams Town Center 
Anthony Gaither  Keller Williams Town Center 
Peter Garcia  James & Lee 
Matthew Gavano  GreenTree Realty Hampton Roads 
Celinda Gobeloff  Keller Williams Realty 
Daniel Goffigan  Verian 
Sherrie Good  Triumph Realty 
Zulma Gonzalez Rivera  EXP Realty 
Harold Gordon Jr  Keller Williams Coastal 
Zachery Grace  Mid-Atlantic Realty and Associates 
Brock Green  RE/MAX Ultra 
Lakesha Chanel Green  Crescas Real Estate 
Stuart Green  Rose & Womble 
Tiffany Gregg  Century 21 Nachman 
Jeanine Gregory  James & Lee 
Cameron Gwaltney  Greater Atlantic Shores  
Deanna Hansinger  Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices 
 Towne Center 
Aliquo Hawkins  Atlantic Sotheby’s International Realty 
Robert W Hayes  Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices 
 Towne Center 
Brittany Hendrickson  Keller Williams Coastal 
Dara Horton  Rose and Womble Realty Company 
Alisha Hufford Vertical Real Estate 
Larry Gilbert Hunt Jr  Iron Valley Real Estate 
Ashley James  Keller Williams Coastal Virginia 
James Earl Jenkins Jr  Canzell Realty 
Michael Johnson  Keller Williams Realty 
Nicholaus Paul Kemp  Austin James Realty 
Bryant Lambert  Creed Realty 
Arlene Lawrence  Berkshire Hathaway Home Service 
Kiara Leary  Canzell Realty 
Monette Lee  Keller Williams Town Center 
Catherine Michelle Lefante  Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices   
 Towne Realty 
Tracy Lego  Keller Williams Town Center 
Taylor Lennox  Keller Williams 
Deanne Lindauer  The Real Estate Group 

NEW AFFILIATE MEMBER

Sand and Sea Inc.  Sarah Grace Doyle 
Black Lion Realty  Kerry Ferdinand 
The Wilson Group  Reed Wilson  

Kendall Link  Atlantic Sotheby’s International 
Deborah Linton  Long & Foster Real Estate 
Steven John Ludwig  Howard Hanna 
Philip Malinak  RE/MAX Alliance 
David Mattox  Long and Foster Real Estate  
Brittany McCandless  Verian Realty  
Yesenia Mendez  Verian Realty 
Courtney Miles  Canzell Realty 
Roman Mims  Swell Real Estate LLC 
Christopher Monengro  Creed Realty 
Jonathan Moore  Creed Realty 
Shirley Morris  GreenTree Realty Hampton Roads 
John Narducci  Keller Williams Realty 
Allison Alli Newbury  Evolve Realty 
Tammy Nobles  EXP Realty 
Bria Oliver  Rose and Womble Realty 
Candace Palmer  EXP Realty 
Melody Parris  Century 21 Nachman Realty 
Kali Pettigrew  EXP Realty 
Ginger Pickett  Rose and Womble Realty 
Trevar Porter  Century 21 Nachman Realty 
Amanda Potter  Re/ward Real Estate LLC 
Lauren Price  OWN Real Estate LLC 
Nathan Price  OWN Real Estate LLC 
Arnette Riggins  Century 21 Nachman Realty
Michael Ronan  Rose and Womble Realty 
Carlisha Russell  Long and Foster 
Adriana Ebony Satterlee   EXP Realty 
Margaret Savage  The Real Estate Group 
Sara Scheier  Keller Williams Coastal Virginia 
Kapil Sehgal  Rose and Womble Realty Company 
Leti Seloti  James & Lee Realty  
Tyrone Sharpe  EXP Realty 
Laquanda S. Simmons  Keller Williams Town Center 
Michelle Stanek  Century 21 Top Producers 
Lisa Strack  Century 21 Top Producers 
Robert Sult  Harvey Lindsay Commercial 
Linda Tabb  Long & Foster 
Laura Telford Vertical Realty 
Jamie Thomas  Seaside Realty 
Dawn Torro  EXP Realty 
Fritz Trojahn  NextHome Tidewater Realty 
Ryan Turner  Realty Executives Peninsula 
Britteny Tyler  Keller Williams Coastal Virginia 
Colleen Whiteway  OWN Real Estate LLC 
Katelyn Widner  Keller Williams Town Center 
Katarzyna Williams  Keller Williams Coastal 
Jason Winger  Swell Real Estate LLC 
Jaclyn Wilkins Zelfer  Keller Williams Coastal Virginia 



Title Insurance & Settlement Services  
Greenbrier • Lynnhaven • Harbour View

757.962.9844
titlequest.net

Serving Those  
Who Serve Others

Among HRRA’s Zoom meetings and activities planned for March are: 

•  Resale Council, 1 p.m. Tuesday, March 2 

•  Government Affairs Committee, 1 p.m. Thursday, March 4 

•  Owners/Managers Council, 3 p.m. Tuesday, March 9 

•  REALTOR®/Lawyer Committee, 1 p.m. Thursday, March 12 

•  Property Management and Leasing Council,  

11 a.m. Tuesday, March 16 

•  YPN “HRRA’s Got Talent” Show, 3 p.m. Wednesday, March 31

See your weekly eREALTOR newsletter, delivered Tuesdays, or visit 

HRRA’s “Events” tab (and/or watch postings) on the Facebook page, 

https://www.facebook.com/hrrarealtors, for the registration links, then  

see you on Zoom! – Victoria Hecht, Vice President of Communications, 

Public Relations and Media Relations

Come Zoom with HRRA! 
Maintain old relationships, build new ones, stay atop industry trends and get your learning on with HRRA via Zoom! The pandemic and 

COVID-19 mandates may keep membership apart, but virtual platforms have kept the association connected for the past year. 
 
Here are snapshots from just of few of the association’s February meetings and forums by Zoom.  

http://www.titlequest.net/
https://www.facebook.com/hrrarealtors
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